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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
This dissertation attempts to solve some important engineering problems using Bayes­
ian methods. A portion of this work is motivated by the need to forecast the future 
reliability of the Blue Mountain supercomputer. This supercomputer is used by scien­
tists at Los Alamos National Laboratory in computationally difficult problems like those 
encountered in the human genome project and in predicting the aging properties of nu­
clear weapons. Blue Mountain is a very large and complicated system. But assessing 
Blue Mountain's reliability is essential because subject matter scientists want to design 
computer jobs that have a good chance of completing and computer scientists want to 
build reliable computing facilities. We use Bayesian hierarchical nonhomogeneous Pois­
son processes to model this complex system. Motivated by the paucity of parametric 
forms for intensities currently available in the literature (and the corresponding restric­
tion on model properties) this dissertation also presents some flexible new forms for 
Poisson process intensities and considers Bayes inference for single processes of these 
new types. 
Another important engineering problem is that where new physical data are ex­
pensive or simply not available, and one may have to obtain information from other 
sources such as complex computer code written to simulate behavior of a physical sys­
tem. For example, tests involving nuclear weapons are currently illegal and only data 
from "computer experiments" can be generated at this time. It is important to find a 
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rational framework for integrating information obtained from physical and "computer" 
experiments. 
In addition to the work on system reliability and combining information, this dis­
sertation makes some contributions to Bayesian optimal experimental design. After 
discussing this area in general, optimal choice of follow-up design for the random fatigue-
limit model is considered. This model is important in materials problems. We evaluate 
the level of computing resources that would be necessary to find an optimal design for 
this important application. 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of four papers included as four separate chapters. The first 
paper presents a recursive Bayesian hierarchical model (RBHM). An RBHM can be used 
to combine information from experts, computer experiments, and physical experiments. 
For each source of information, this model allows for a different location and scale. An 
example involving a fluidized bed process which are used in the food industry to coat 
food products is included. 
The second paper presents a detailed reliability analysis of the Blue Mountain su­
percomputer. This supercomputer consists of 48 shared memory processors (SMPs). 
Available data consist of monthly failure counts for each SMP over the first 15 months 
of system usage. These are analyzed with the goal forecasting future system reliability. 
Bayesian hierarchical nonhomogeneous Poisson processes models are used in the analy­
sis. Bayes factors are used to select a model from a variety of competing models. For a 
best or "final" model, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to assess how much reliability 
forecasts from this model vary depending on the specification of its prior distribution. 
The third paper investigates the problem of estimating expected information gain, a 
Bayesian experimental design selection criterion. Some general properties of estimators 
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of expected information gain based on Markov chain Monte Carlo and Laplacian ap­
proximations and computational issues that arise when applying these methods in the 
(technically non-trivial) random fatigue-limit model are discussed. An example compar­
ing follow-up designs for a laminate panel study is provided. 
The fourth paper discusses nonhomogeneous Poisson process models that "switch" 
from one parametric failure rate to another. These models offer forecasting flexibility 
not available under standard parametric failure rates such as the power law process. The 
problem of Bayes inference in these models is approached through Markov chain Monte 
Carlo methods. A synthetic illustration and a real-data application are provided. 
The last chapter contains some closing comments and outlines some future research. 
Also, since each of the four papers contained in this dissertation use posterior simulation, 
Appendix A provides an overview of the necessary methodology. Appendix A also 
contains some of the expressions needed for the posterior simulations referred to in the 
second paper. 
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2 INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER AND 
PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS 
A paper submitted to Technometrics 
C. Shane Reese, Alyson G. Wilson, Michael Hamada, Harry F. Martz, and 
Kenneth J. Ryan 
Abstract 
In scientific investigations, we frequently have data from computer experiment(s) as 
well as related physical experimental data on the same factors and related response 
variable(s). There may also exist one or more expert opinions regarding the response 
of interest. Traditional statistical approaches consider each of these sets of data sepa­
rately with corresponding separate analyses and fitted statistical models. A compelling 
argument can be made that better, more precise statistical models can be obtained if 
we simultaneously analyze the combined data using a hierarchical Bayesian integrated 
modeling approach. However, such an integrated approach must recognize important 
differences, such as possible biases, in these experiments and expert opinions. 
We illustrate the methodology by using it to model the thermodynamic operation 
point of a top-spray fluidized bed microencapsulation processing unit. Such units are 
used in the food industry to tune the effect of functional ingredients and additives. An 
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important thermodynamic response variable of interest, Y, is the steady-state outlet air 
temperature. In addition to a set of physical experimental observations involving six 
factors used to predict Y, similar results from three different computer models were also 
available. The integrated data from the physical experiment and the three computer 
models are used to fit an appropriate response surface (regression) model for predicting 
Y. 
2.1 Introduction 
Computer models are often used to perform experiments before expensive physical ex­
periments are performed. The computer models attempt to reproduce the physical prop­
erties of a process by mathematically representing the individual physical sub-processes. 
For example, in the food industry, fluidized bed (or air suspension) processes are increas­
ingly used to coat food particles with preservatives and flavor enhancers. Some of the 
physical principles that govern the operation of fluidized beds are fairly well-understood 
(i.e., heat transfer and fluid flow), but others are less well-characterized. As a result, 
computer models, based on these thermodynamic principles of physics, are constructed 
that resemble and simulate the actual physical process. In this paper we analyze data 
collected from three such computer models (each accounting for different effects) as well 
as data collected from a corresponding physical experiment. We consider this example 
further in Section 2.3. 
It is statistically efficient and desirable to fit a single, common response surface model 
that combines the physical experimental data and the computer model output data to 
express the relationship between the factors and the response variable. Although the 
response variables of interest in the computer and physical experiments may not be 
the same, we assume that they can be related by a known transfer function. Thus, we 
effectively consider the same response variable in both types of experiments. However, 
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the computed (or measured) value of the response variable need not be considered at the 
same factor values in both experiments. We require only that there exist some common 
set of factors (either all or at least some) for both experiments (see Section 2.2.3). For 
example, a broad (screening) computer experiment may be performed first, followed later 
by a physical experiment in a smaller region of particular interest (perhaps a corner) of 
the overall computer experiment design space. 
In addition, one or more expert opinions may be available regarding the response 
variable of interest. Traditional statistical approaches consider each of these sets of data 
separately with corresponding separate designs, analyses, and results. A compelling 
argument can be made that better, more powerful statistical results can be obtained 
if we simultaneously analyze the combined data using a recursive Bayesian hierarchical 
model (RBHM) that we propose in Section 2.2. As we will illustrate, the simultaneous 
analysis of such combined data permits the unknown coefficients in an assumed overall 
regression (or response surface) model to be estimated more precisely, thereby producing 
a better fitting response surface. 
In Section 2.2 we present the methodology including our implementation of the 
RBHM. Section 2.3 contains a description of the mechanics and process variables in­
volved in the fluidized bed example and the experiment from which the data arise. 
We apply the RBHM methodology to the fluidized bed study and present the result­
ing response surface in Section 2.3.3. Finally, in Section 2.4 we discuss the results and 
methodology. 
2.2 Data Integration Model and Analysis 
Fundamental to Bayesian estimation is the notion and use of prior and posterior 
distributions. A good elementary discussion of prior and posterior probabilities and dis­
tributions is given in Berry (1996). An RBHM provides a convenient way to sequentially 
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combine the data as follows. A set of initial informative, but diffuse, prior distributions 
is defined, one for each unknown parameter. If they exist, any available expert opinion 
data are then used to update these priors to form corresponding posterior distributions. 
This represents Stage 1 of the combined analysis. These posteriors then become the prior 
distributions for the second stage, in which the computer experimental data are used to 
update these priors to form Stage 2 posterior distributions. At Stage 2, the posteriors 
thus represent the combined use of only the expert opinion and computer data. Finally, 
these posteriors become the priors for Stage 3, in which the physical experimental data 
are used to construct the final desired posteriors. In this way, all available data are used 
recursively within the context of the model to successively (and more precisely) estimate 
all the desired parameters of interest. 
The design and analysis of computer experiments has evolved as the power of com­
puters has grown (although it has certainly not kept pace!). Sacks et al. (1989) provide a 
review of techniques used in the analysis of output from complex computer codes as well 
as issues for design. Latin hypercube sampling had its genesis in the design of computer 
experiments (McKay, Beckman, and Conover 1979). A Bayesian treatment of the design 
and analysis of computer experiments is presented in Currin et al. (1991). These papers 
are concerned primarily with issues when the only source of information is the output 
from a complex computer model. 
Combining multiple sources of information had its genesis in the meta analytic lit­
erature. Zeckhauser (1971) provides an early treatment of meta analysis. Hedges and 
Olkin (1987) provide a nice review of meta analytic techniques. Meta analysis has 
not been viewed without strong criticism (Shapiro 1994 and discussion). Millier et al. 
(1999) present a Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach for combining case-control 
and prospective studies, where effects due to different studies as well as different centers 
are allowed. 
The statistical notion of pooling data (sometimes also known as "borrowing strength" ) 
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underlies the RBHM and analysis to be discussed. Modern methods used to borrow 
strength have their basis in hierarchical Bayes modeling. A nice introduction to both 
hierarchical Bayes modeling and borrowing strength is given in Draper et al. (1992). The 
basic idea involves the notion that, when information concerning some response of inter­
est arises from several independent, but not identical, data sources, a hierarchical model 
is often useful to describe relationships involving the observed data and unobserved pa­
rameters of interest. For example, unobserved parameters might be the coefficients and 
error variance in an assumed response surface model, as well as unknown biases. Each 
source of data provides perhaps biased information about these parameters, in which 
case methods that borrow strength will be useful. The practical advantages of borrowing 
strength for estimating the unknown parameters will be illustrated in Section 2.3.2. 
We propose fitting models using information from three distinct sources: expert opin­
ion, computer experiments, and physical experiments. The problem is difficult because 
the information sources are not necessarily all available at each of the design points. For 
example, physical experiments may be performed according to a statistically designed 
experiment, while computer experiments may be collected at (possibly) different design 
points. In addition, expert opinions may be available at only a very limited set of design 
points, such as the center of the statistical design region. Our goal is to combine these 
sources of information using an appropriately flexible integration methodology that con­
siders (and automatically adjusts) for the uncertainties and possible biases in each of 
these three data sources. 
Thus, we begin by considering regression models of the form: 
K = /(X,£)+e, 
where X is a design matrix, 0 is a vector of unknown coefficients, and e is a vector of 
unobserved errors. Note that while this formulation can accommodate a general class 
of models, /(-), including both linear and nonlinear regression models, in this and the 
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following sections we consider only linear models (that is, /(X, /?) = X/?). While the 
strategy we employ is quite general, the model and mathematics we develop in the 
following sections is applied to a normal linear model. In addition, we consider only 
quantitative variables, although qualitative variables coded with indicator variables fit 
naturally into this framework. 
2.2.1 Physical Experimental Data 
Physical experimental data forms the backbone of the analysis. We assume we are 
interested in estimating the parameters of a model that describes a physical experiment. 
For this example, assume that the physical experimental data can be described using 
the following familiar model: 
Y p ~  N ( X P 0 , * 2 I ) ,  
where the subscript p denotes the "physical experiment." Thus, the physical experi­
mental data are assumed to be normally distributed with mean Xp/?, where Xp is a 
model matrix and /? is a vector of parameters that need to be estimated. We see that 
each physical observation is independent of the others and has common (homoscedastic) 
variance <x2, which must also be estimated. 
If physical experimental data were the only information source considered, this model 
would typically be fit using either standard least-squares regression methods (Draper and 
Smith 1981) or standard Bayesian linear model methods (Gelman et al. 1995). However, 
we want to incorporate information both from experts and computer experimental data 
to "improve" our estimates of (3 and a2. 
2.2.2 Expert Opinion 
Suppose there are e expert opinions. These opinions do not have to be from distinct 
experts. The ith expert opinion (% = !,... , e) is elicited at design point x,-. Some points 
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in the design space will have exactly one elicited expert opinion; others will have many 
or none. Each expert observation contains the following information: 
e the expected response, y0l 
• a subjective coverage probability on the physical response y,-, and the quantile 
associated with that probability, (i.e., Pr(y,- < q^t) = 
In addition, we consider the elicited "worth" of the opinion in units of equivalent physical 
experimental data observations, m£^. In other words, suppose that a physical experiment 
could be conducted at X{ that would yield one observation: if the expert's opinion should 
be weighted half of that observation then = 0.5. At times, the elicited values (%/,, 
fii may be obtained simply by requesting them from the expert. However, it 
may be difficult for the expert to provide information directly on these values (especially 
and mfc}), and other elicitation techniques may be useful (Meyer and Booker 1990). 
In order to use these data, we need to transform these individual pieces of information 
into probability distributions that provide information about /? and a2. Assume for the 
moment that the three quantities above can be used to create "data" with the following 
model: 
As with the physical experimental data, the expert data are assumed to be normally 
distributed. However, the mean is X<,/3 + S^, where 8^ is a vector of location biases that 
are expert specific. The variances are also biased, and the matrix E0 contains the scale 
biases for each expert. Besides location biases, in which an expert's average value is 
high or low relative to the true mean, scale biases often occur due to information over­
valuation and are well-documented in the elicitation literature. For example, an expert 
may be asked to provide what they think is a 0.90 quantile which in reality is actually 
only a 0.60 quantile (Meyer and Booker 1990). Although responses from experts can be 
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correlated by having non-diagonal elements in E0, we consider uncorrected responses; 
thus, 
S0 = 
If ko, 0 0 
0 1/Ato, o 
1 0 
0 \fk0t. 
In addition, assume the following prior distributions for the unknown parameters /? 
and cr2: 
P W 2  ~ N { ^ a 2 C 0 )  
cr2 ~ IG(a0i 7o), 
where l G ( a ,  b )  is the inverse gamma distribution with density function 
f { z \ a , b )  oc ( a +i )  exp {-a- z > 0. 
Assume for the moment that we know 6^ and m0, where is a vector denoting the 
"worth" of the expert opinions. Continue to assume that we have created "data" 
from the expert opinions, and write out the likelihood for the data model: 
(^jkî) exp{-2^1(a>- (x.g + &))'z;'(&-(x.g+&))||. 
Using Bayes' Theorem, we can use the data provided by the expert opinions to 
update the prior distributions for and cr2. The resulting Stage 1 posterior/updated 
prior distribution for (/3, cr2), conditional on 77 = (£,, m,,, C0,^ , a0, -y0), is 
v(0\ 
* { v 2 \ r i , y )  
N ((x;s;lx0 + c-1)-1z,<72(x'0s;1xû + c ;LRL) 
ia (a, + m'\ 
% + .s[(& - &.yv:'(!u -
s ' cx i s rx  +  c - ' r ' d ) ,  
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where z = X^S0 l{y^ -£,) + C„ l/^. 
Given that the full vector of observations was not elicited (only sufficient statistics 
were), we cannot immediately evaluate any term in these expressions. We re-express the 
components in these posterior distributions in terms of the elicited values instead, so 
they can be evaluated. Suppose m0, observations were elicited as from the ith expert 
opinion. Then 
Zm°l \ /moe \ 
- £ J ) j  =  k 0 l x i j  (  5 3 ( z/ 0 j „  - £ > , )  )  +  - • •  +  k 0 e x e j  (  5 3 ( z/ 0 j „  - < L ) j  
—  k 0 l m 0 l x i j ( y 0 l  S 0 j )  - f *  .  •  •  k 0 c m 0 < . x e j { y 0 t .  8 0 k  ) ,  
as yQt is the expected or average response for the design point. 
Using a similar argument, we can show that 
(m°l \ \ ) + • • •  + (Et»- " f<- H 
e 
=  ^ 2 k 0 t m 0 l { s 2  +  ( y 0 t - S 0 t ) 2 ) ,  (2.1) 
1=1 
where s 2  =  ( y Q t  —  q ç , ) 2 / Z 2 ,  which is the variance approximation implicitly elicited from 
expert i. Equation (2.1) follows from the identity var(V) = E[K2] — E[V']2. 
By a similar argument 
e 
(X0s0 X0)i j  = ^ ^  k n m 0 r i x n j x n j .  
71=1 
These representations allow the quantities in the posterior distributions to be calculated 
based on the elicited values rather than the actual observations. 
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For the unknown parameters 77 = (£,, SO,122o' Co,^, a0,70) for which we propose the 
following prior distributions: 
a, 
J 1
1 
c0 = o.CoI 
eta = "ao 
lo 
— 
aio 
m0t ~ Uniform(0.5m^, 2-0m^) 
So. - #(4.,fZ) 
Oo ~ N{rn9o,s20o) 
Û ~ IG( a Q , b f 2 )  
k0. 
4>o ~  G ( a ^  0 , b < t > 0 )  
Wo ~ G(&<jj0, bUJo ), 
where a and 6 subscripted above indicate constants, and G ( a , b )  indicates a gamma dis­
tribution with mean ab and variance ab2. The highly parametric choices made above 
suggest that sensitivity may result from choices of distributional form as well as hyper-
parameter choices. Inadequate sample sizes will certainly exacerbate these sensitivities. 
We will not present a full sensitivity analysis for the example we consider here as this is 
beyond the purpose of this paper. It may, however, provide a nice future study. 
There are similarities between this approach to the quantification of expert opinion 
and Zellner's approach using y-prior distributions (Zellner 1986; Agliari and Parisetti 
1988). Both approaches rely on the natural conjugate prior for ({3, a2). However, Zellner 
(1986) elicits posterior means for (3 and cr2, while we elicit predicted observations y^. 
Agliari and Parisetti (1988) extend Zellner's methods to include a different design matrix 
XA; similarly, we do not require that the factor levels where the expert elicitation occurs 
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correspond to the levels where the physical or computer experimental data are collected. 
2.2.3 Computer Experimental Data 
We have used the expert opinion data to develop Stage 1 posterior distributions for 
and a2. We continue to update our knowledge about these parameters using data 
from computer experiments. Let the computer data and associated model parameters 
be indexed by c where the jth element of the response vector is yCj. Consider the 
following model: 
Zc ~ N i X ^  +  S ^a2 £e) 
PW2 ~ N { ^ , a 2 C c )  
<r2 ~ IG(ac,yc). 
For this development, assume that Xc and Cc have the same diagonal form as E0 
and C0. The "prior" distributions for (3\<r2 and <x2 are the Stage 1 posterior distributions 
given the expert opinion data. The only other unspecified prior distributions are: 
'e, - #(%,a 
6c ~ N{m0c,s2Qc) 
ec ~ /G(o52,6Ç2) 
K ~ G(4>c,UJC) 
4>c ~ G(atc , b4 c )  
Wc ~ G{aWc,bWc). 
Computer models, especially when the physical processes are not well known, often 
produce estimates that are biased with respect to the physical data. These biases may 
be in the mean structure (location bias) or in the variance (scale bias). Computer ex­
perimental data are especially likely to have scale biases, as these data usually tend to 
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be less variable than physical experimental data; in fact, there is often no stochastic 
variability for given values of the factors, since a computer code is often deterministic. 
The variability occurs relative to the assumed model. Another reason for the reduced 
variability relative to physical experimental data is that we know that not all factors gen­
erating the physical experimental data axe incorporated into the computer code-perhaps 
all of the factors causing variability are unknown. Since the location bias addresses only 
differences in the intercept term (/?o) between the computer and physical data, more 
general bias structures for the parameters can also be modeled. In Section *2.3, we moti­
vate these ideas by introducing the operation of fluidized beds and the computer models 
for that process. 
Because the location biases are additive (instead of multiplicative) the model only 
requires that data exist for a subset of the full set of factors. That is, if only one data 
source includes information on a factor, then only that source is used in estimating 
that effect. The precision with which those effects are estimated will be affected by the 
different amount of data used in estimation. However, distributions can be calculated. 
If model choice is to be done using the physical data only (as it is in our example), then 
all the factors would need to be present in the physical experimental data. Thus, the 
framework is quite general and does not require that all factors be present in each data 
source. 
2.2.4 Incorporating Physical Experimental Data 
Recall from Section 2.2.1 that the model for the physical experimental data is: 
Y, ~ NÇH^a2!). 
After incorporating the computer experimental data into the analysis, we have a Stage 
2 posterior that is used as the prior for (/?, <r2) in the Stage 3 analysis. 
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The Stage 3 analysis calculates the final distributions for the parameters of interest. 
These calculations cannot be done in closed form, but are carried out using Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). See Appendix A for general information on MCMC and 
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. 
2.3 Application of RBHMs to Fluidized Bed Processes 
Fluidized bed microencapsulation processes are used in the food industry to coat 
certain food products with additives. Dewettinck et al. (1999) describe a physical exper­
iment and several corresponding thermodynamic computer models that were developed 
for predicting the steady-state thermodynamic operation point of a Glatt GPCG-1 flu­
idized bed unit in the top-spray configuration. Figure 2.1 illustrates the simple geometry 
of this unit, which is essentially an upside-down, truncated cone. The base of the unit 
contains a screen, below which there is an air pump. Also, there are coating sprayers at 
the side of the unit. 
coating sprayer 
air pump 
Figure 2.1 A Glatt GPCG-1 Fluidized Bed Unit. 
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To use the unit, a batch of uncoated food product is placed inside the "cone", and 
the air pump and coating sprayers are turned on. This "fluidizes" the product in the 
unit and coats the product as it passes by the sprayer. This is continued until a desired 
coating thickness is achieved. 
When room conditions and process conditions are constant, a fluidized bed pro­
cess will attain its steady-state thermodynamic operation point. This state can be 
described in terms of the temperature and humidity inside the unit. The importance of 
the steady-state operation point is that product characteristics, such as coating evenness 
and efficiency, are directly related to it. 
Several variables potentially affect the steady-state thermodynamic operating point; 
namely, 
• Vj, fluid velocity of the fluidization air 
• Ta, temperature of the air from the pump 
• Rf, flow rate of the coating solution 
• Ts, temperature of the coating solution 
• Md, coating solution dry matter content 
• Pa, pressure of atomization air. 
The ambient room conditions inside the plant, such as temperature Tr and humidity /fr, 
may also have an effect on the steady-state process conditions. 
2.3.1 The Data 
Dewettinck et al. (1999) consider twenty-eight process conditions of particular inter­
est (settings) for a GPCG-1 fluidized bed process. In the experiment, distilled water was 
used as the coating solution. Thus, Md was 0 (no dry matter content) for all 28 runs. 
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Also, Ts was at room temperature (about 20° C) for all 28 runs. Table 2.1 shows the 
room conditions (i.e., Tr and Hr) and settings for the remaining four process variables 
(i.e., T0, Rf, Pa, and V}). 
For factor combination, glass beads were put in the unit, and the process was run for 
15 minutes to attain steady-state. Then, temperature inside the unit was measured at 20, 
25, and 30 minutes, and their average was recorded. The average outlet air temperature 
(the steady-state response of interest), Tï,exp, is reported in Table 2.2. Also, three unique 
computer models were also considered by Dewettinck et al. (1999) to predict the steady-
state outlet air temperature for each run. These computational responses are also given 
in Table 2.2 and are labeled as T^.i, T2,2, and T23, respectively. 
There are important differences among the three computational models that are 
described in detail in Dewettinck et al. (1999). In summary, the first computer model 
does not include adjustments for heat losses in the process. The second computer model 
takes those heat losses into account. A further adjustment for the inlet airflow represents 
the fundamental difference between the second and third computer models. 
2.3.2 Modeling r2,exp in Terms of Room and Process Conditions 
Table 2.3 shows the correlation matrix for the room conditions, process conditions, 
and observed steady-state temperature Ti,exp- Figure 2.2 is a matrix plot of these seven 
variables. Note that Ta has the highest correlation with T2,eXp (r = 0.73). 
Choice of a model is complicated by the fact that the underlying design is not at all 
clear. The covariance matrix reveals that some of the covariates are highly correlated 
(as high as 0.82) indicating possible collinearity. We also note that the full second-order 
model is fully saturated. 
Chipman, Hamada, and Wu (1997) describe a Bayesian variable selection procedure 
that places hierarchical prior distributions on second-order effects. In their approach, 
higher prior probability is given to interactions if one of the main effects is in the model, 
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Table 2.1 Process Variables 
*r (%) Tr (°C) % (°C) Rf (g/min) Pa (bar) Vf (m/s) 
51.0 20.7 50 5.52 2.5 3.0 
46.4 21.3 60 5.53 2.5 3.0 
46.6 19.2 70 5.53 2.5 3.0 
53.1 21.1 80 5.51 2.5 3.0 
52.0 20.4 90 5.21 2.5 3.0 
45.6 21.4 60 7.25 2.5 3.0 
47.3 19.5 70 7.23 2.5 3.0 
53.3 21.4 80 7.23 2.5 3.0 
44.0 20.1 70 8.93 2.5 3.0 
52.3 21.6 80 8.91 2.5 3.0 
55.0 20.2 80 7.57 1.0 3.0 
54.0 20.6 80 7.58 1.5 3.0 
50.8 21.1 80 7.40 2.0 3.0 
48.0 21.2 80 7.43 2.5 3.0 
42.8 22.4 80 7.51 3.0 3.0 
55.7 20.8 50 3.17 1.0 3.0 
55.2 20.7 50 3.18 1.5 3.0 
54.4 20.7 50 3.19 2.0 3.0 
55.4 19.8 50 3.20 2.5 3.0 
52.9 20.0 50 3.19 3.0 3.0 
28.5 18.3 80 7.66 2.5 3.0 
26.1 19.0 80 7.69 2.5 4.0 
24.2 18.9 80 7.69 2.5 4.5 
25.4 18.5 80 7.70 2.5 5.0 
45.1 19.6 50 3.20 2.5 3.0 
43.1 20.3 50 3.23 2.5 4.0 
42.7 20.4 50 3.20 2.5 4.5 
38.7 21.6 50 3.22 2.5 5.0 
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Table 2.2 Experimental and Computer Model Steady-State Temperatures 
^ (°C) TVi (°C) (°C) (°C) 
30.4 32.4 31.5 30.2 
37.6 39.5 38.5 37.0 
45.1 46.8 45.5 43.7 
50.2 53.8 52.6 51.0 
57.9 61.7 59.9 58.2 
32.9 35.2 34.6 32.6 
39.5 42.4 41.0 39.1 
45.6 49.5 48.5 46.4 
34.2 37.5 36.6 34.8 
41.1 45.5 44.3 42.0 
45.7 50.5 49.0 47.0 
44.6 49.8 48.4 46.3 
44.7 49.8 48.4 46.3 
44.0 49.2 48.0 45.7 
43.3 48.6 47.5 45.4 
37.0 39.5 38.0 37.7 
37.2 39.5 38.5 37.1 
37.1 39.5 37.5 36.7 
36.9 39.5 38.5 36.1 
36.8 37.7 37.2 36.2 
46.0 48.7 47.3 45.1 
54.7 57.7 56.2 54.2 
57.0 60.1 58.7 57.0 
58.9 62.0 60.5 58.7 
35.9 37.9 37.1 36.1 
40.3 41.7 40.8 40.1 
41.9 43.0 42.3 41.4 
43.1 43.9 43.3 42.6 
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Figure 2.2 Scatterplot Matrix of the Experimental Response with Each of 
the 6 Covariates. 
Table 2.3 Correlation Matrix 
Hr Tr Ta Rf Pa Vj Ta.cxp 
Hr 1.00 0.57 -0.26 -0.33 -0.39 -0.69 -0.53 
Tr 0.57 1.00 -0.09 -0.07 -0.04 -0.28 -0.37 
Ta -0.26 -0.09 1.00 0.82 0.06 —0.08 0.73 
Rf —0.33 -0.07 0.82 1.00 0.09 -0.10 0.35 
Pa —0.39 -0.04 0.06 0.09 1.00 0.18 0.08 
Vf -0.69 -0.28 -0.08 -0.10 0.18 1.00 0.47 
Tz,exp -0.53 -0.37 0.73 0.35 0.08 0.47 1.00 
and an even higher probability is placed on interactions when both main effects are in 
the model. Using their approach on the physical data, we obtain the variable selection 
results displayed in Table 2.4, which provide the most likely models and their respective 
posterior probabilities. 
To illustrate the RBHM approach, we use the most likely model from Table 2.4 to 
form X/3, where X is composed of a column of ones (for the intercept) and columns 
corresponding to Ta, Rf, Vf, and Rj x V}, whose respective regression parameters are 
/3 = {0o, • • • ,/%*)'-
Table 2.4 Bayesian Variable Selection Results 
Model Pr(Model|Data) 
01Ta + 02Rf + PzVf + 0\Rf x Vf 0.1169 
0\ Ta + 02 Rf + 03,Vf + 0*Hr X  Tr + 05 Rf x Vjf 0.0349 
0\Ta + 02Rf + 0zVf + 0aRr 0.0155 
01  T a  + 02Rf  +  02,Vf +  04Tr X  Ta + 05Rf x  Vf  0.0141 
0\Ta +  02Rf +  03,Vf + 04Rf X  Vf + 05Vf 0.0136 
00 + 01 Ta + 02 Rf + 03 Vf + 0\H2 0.0132 
01 Tr + 02Ta + 03Rf 04 Vf + 05 Rf X  Vf  0.0130 
Table 2.5 contains the OLS fit of the most likely model in Table 2.4. 
In our example the hyperparameter values are given in Table 2.6. Note that the 
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Table 2.5 OLS fît for T2,exp — fia -+• fi\Ta + /?2Rf + fl^Vf + /?4/2/ x Vy + c 
Parameter Standard T for H0: 
Variable DF Estimate Error Parameter= 0 Prob> \T\ 
Intercept 1 42.9769 0.1714 250.7352 0.0000 
Ta 1 9.4756 0.3056 31.0076 0.0000 
Rf 1 -4.9048 0.3035 -16.1626 0.0000 
Vf 1 3.9345 0.1761 22.3445 0.0000 
Rf x Vf 1 1.4263 0.1671 8.5336 0.0000 
same hyperparameters were used for all three computer experiments. As we have no 
prior knowledge as to the sign of the location bias, we center the distribution of 6Ci at 
zero (that is, unbiased in location), and allow the mean of that distribution to have a 
standard deviation of 10. While we believe the computer models are all reasonably good 
approximations of the physical model, we do not have a good idea about the degree of 
separation, and thus allow a generous variability for the location biases (a52 = 2000 and 
6^2 = 3.0 suggest a mean for the variance distribution of 2000/(3 — 1) = 1000 and a 
standard deviation of 2000/((3 — 1) * (3 — 2)) = 1000). The distribution of scale biases 
is also somewhat unknown. With little or no prior knowledge, we would allow the mean 
of the scale biases to be unity (unbiased in scale). Further, we believe the standard 
deviation of the scale biases should be no greater than 15, thus we let the mean of the 
scale bias distribution be 1 and the standard deviation 15. This allows a generous range 
for the scale biases. 
2.3.3 RBHM Analysis Results 
Figures 2.3(a)-(e) show the posterior for with only the physical experimental data, 
the physical with each of the computer experimental data taken separately, and the 
final posterior distribution for (3 after incorporating all sources of information. Figure 
2.3 (f) shows the corresponding posteriors for cr2. The figures indicate two important and 
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Table 2.6 Hyperparameter Values for Parameters in Computer Experiments 
Hyperparameter Value 
mgc 0.0 
4 100.0 
az 2000.0 
651 3.0 
a<t>c 5.0 x 10-' 
V 1.0 x 10-5 
a
"c 5.0 x 10"1 
6u,c 1.0 x 10~5 
appealing aspects of our RBHM approach. First, the additional sources of information 
reduce uncertainty in the distribution of the parameters, thus making our estimates 
more precise. Second, the additional data sources do not necessarily contain the same 
amount of information (although, in our example, they do have the same number of 
observations). 
In addition to posterior distributions for (3 and cr2, our modeling approach allows 
us to estimate the bias terms. As an illustration, Figures 2.4 (a) and 2.4(b) present the 
location and scale bias predictive distributions for each of the computer models. Note 
that these distributions are integrated over the distribution of individual specific location 
and scale bias terms. One appealing feature of these plots is that they indicate a new 
approach to computer model validation, relative to the physical observations. Those 
models that have most mass over 0 are less location biased for the physical experimental 
data. For example, the bias is more concentrated around 0 for the third computer model 
than for the other two computer models. An additional feature of these plots is that they 
also reveal the uncertainty associated with the bias terms (a feature that cannot easily 
be inferred from a casual examination of the data). Note that the third model is the 
computer model that attempts to account for more phenomena. Figure 2.4(b) reveals 
that all three computer models tend to underestimate the variability in the physical 
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experimented data (that is, the scale bias is less than unity). 
Table 2.7 contains the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), 95% confidence inter­
vals (calculated from only the physical experimental data), the posterior mean and 95% 
highest posterior density (HPD) intervals calculated using the integrated computer and 
physical experimental data for fi and a2. Recall that an HPD interval is the shortest 
interval in the posterior distribution containing 95% of the posterior probability. Notice 
that the HPD intervals are shorter, sometimes significantly so, than the 95% confidence 
intervals, reflecting the additional information that has been incorporated into the anal­
ysis. 
Table 2.7 Comparison of Confidence and Credible Intervals 
95% Confidence Int. 95% Credible HPD Int. 
MLE Lower Upper Post. Mean Lower Upper 
<T2 0.81 0.49 1.60 0.53 0.36 0.77 
f io 42.97 42.62 43.33 43.01 42.75 43.28 
f ix  9.47 8.84 10.10 9.79 9.44 10.13 
f i l  -4.90 -5.53 -4.27 —4.82 -5.15 -4.48 
f is  3.93 3.57 4.29 3.76 3.56 3.96 
f ix  1.42 1.08 1.77 1.35 1.17 1.53 
2.4 Conclusions/Discussion 
When expert opinion is elicited, an equivalent number of observations is also 
stated that reflects its worth in terms of a number of equivalent physical observations. 
This parameter is not required for the computer experimental data because this infor­
mation is captured in the prior parameters 0C, Ç2,4>c, and ivc. These parameters control 
the prior information about the location and scale biases for the computer experimental 
data. If the biases are known exactly (a point mass prior), then each computer observa­
tion counts as exactly one physical observation-no information must be used to estimate 
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Figure 2.3 Comparison of Posterior Distributions Conditional on Different 
Sources of Information: (a) /30, Intercept; (b) /3x, Air Tempera­
ture; (c) /?2, Flow Rate; (d) 03, Fluid Velocity; (e) (34, Interac­
tion Between and (f) a2. The Different Lines Indicate Inclusion 
of Different Data Sources. 
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of (a) Location Bias and (b) Scale Bias Predictive 
Distributions for Three Different Computer Models of the Flu­
idized Bed Process. 
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the biases, and it can all be used to estimate (3 and <r2. If these parameters are used 
to specify a very diffuse ( "non-informative" ) prior with close to infinite variances, then 
each computer observation counts for only a tiny fraction of a physical observation. If 
the parameters specify an informative prior, then the computer observations account for 
some intermediate fraction of a physical observation. 
We have not imposed the requirement that the computed (or measured) value of 
the response variable be considered at the same factor values in both experiments. We 
only require that there exist some common set of factors (either all or at least some) for 
both experiments. While the example does not fully illustrate this, it is an important 
feature in the general model. As the analysis proceeds by using information from one 
type of experiment to update the distribution of the parameters, if there is no data 
at a particular design point for a particular experiment, then the distribution for the 
parameter remains unchanged, except for correlations which may exist in the parameters. 
As with any Bayesian analysis, there is sensitivity to the specification of the prior 
distributions for the hyperparameters. Clearly some of the hyperparameter selections in 
Section 2.3.2 are somewhat arbitrary, but they illustrate the kinds of discussions that the 
analyst would engage in with the data owner to come to "reasonable" hyperparameter 
distributions. If at all possible, we prefer diffuse but informative prior distributions using 
expert input. 
In this example, we included all three sets of computer data, even though we believed 
that the models were successively improved. There are two reasons for this choice: first, 
we believe that by appropriate modeling of biases, there is information in all of the codes 
that should not be discarded, and second, it is often of interest to characterize the biases 
of each code relative to the physical data. 
We have presented an RBHM that can be used to combine data from both computer 
and physical experiments. When available, expert opinion data is also used to "sharpen" 
the initial informative, but rather diffuse, prior distributions. Appropriate biases are 
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introduced as a way to account for differences in these data sources. Sample results 
indicate that significantly more precise estimates of the regression coefficients and error 
variance are obtained by means of this method. In addition, the methodology can be 
used to recursively estimate those unknown biases of particular interest. Biases that are 
not particularly interesting can be marginalized (this is, averaged out of the analysis 
using appropriate priors). 
The methodology can also be used to combine various other kinds of experimental 
information. Similarly, information from more than two physical and/or computer ex­
periments can also be combined using the RBHM simply by considering an appropriate 
bias structure for each data source and by increasing the number of stages in the analysis 
accordingly. 
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3 ESTIMATING RELIABILITY TRENDS FOR THE 
WORLD'S FASTEST COMPUTER 
A paper submitted to the Journal of the American Statistical Association 
Kenneth J. Ryan and C. Shane Reese 
Abstract 
Los Alamos National Laboratory is home to the World's fastest supercomputer-
ASCI Blue Mountain. This machine was created by parallelizing "desktop" computers. 
To help determine whether or not this type of architecture represents the future of super-
computing, reliability must be estimated. This paper presents and analyzes failure data 
for Blue Mountain. Nonhomogeneous Poisson processes are fit to the data within a 
hierarchical Bayesian framework using MCMC methods. Selection of hyperparameters 
is discussed, Bayes factors are used to compare models, and sensitivity of our most 
important reliability projections to the choice of hyperparameters is investigated. 
Key Words: Bayes Factor, Bayesian Hierarchical Model, Poisson Process 
3.1 Motivation and Overview 
Huge computational jobs are part of the modern methods that mathematicians and 
scientists use to address difficult problems and predict complex phenomena. Examples 
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include the human genome project, studies of the aging properties and reliability of nu­
clear weapons, and global ocean modeling. Such problems require high-resolution, three-
dimensional, full-physics, and full-system capabilities and are simply huge. For example, 
scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory often need computing power that would 
require around 200 years of computing time on a Cray supercomputer. Thus, a new 
generation of higher-performance supercomputers is needed. The Accelerated Strategic 
Computing Initiative ASCI is a collaborative effort between Los Alamos National Labo­
ratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, and the 
Department of Energy to build needed new supercomputer facilities. 
As part of ASCI, computer scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory assembled 
and maintain the Blue Mountain supercomputer. As of November 10, 1998, Blue Moun­
tain was the world's fastest computer at a speed of 3.096 teraOps (trillion operations per 
second). Although Blue Mountain has high performance, its reliability is undocumented. 
This paper is a case study that analyzes hardware failure data from Blue Mountain and 
proposes some new models to characterize its reliability growth. 
Laboratory scientists that use Blue Mountain act as shareholders by funding Blue 
Mountain and the ASCI project. The analysis in this paper provided reliability sum­
maries of Blue Mountain that were included in an annual report given to its users at the 
end of 2000. Blue Mountain is the first in what is planned to be a line of supercomputers 
in the ASCI program, and reliability summaries in this paper were also used in contract 
negotiations for the next generation supercomputer. 
Blue Mountain consists of 48 SGI Origin 2000 shared memory processors (SMPs). 
Essentially, these 48 SMPs behave as 48 repairable systems in series. When a user 
submits a job to Blue Mountain, the number of SMPs the job should utilize is specified. 
At this point, a load sharing facility allots the correct number of SMPs to the job. While 
processing, this job will finish only if none of the allotted SMPs fail. 
Since the SMPs are all SGI Origin 2000 machines, a hierarchical Bayesian model is 
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a natural choice for computer performance. It makes sense to think of the SMPs as 
coming from a population for which we do not know the parameters. To our knowledge, 
the type of hierarchical nonhomogeneous Poisson process models we employ here have 
not been introduced in the literature. 
In Section 3.2, we present a more detailed description of Blue Mountain. Section 
3.3 is a literature review of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes. The power law process 
(PLP) model is introduced in the literature review. Section 3.4 discusses PLP models 
in a Bayesian framework. Section 3.4.1 reviews literature on "one-system" Bayesian 
PLP models. In Section 3.4.2, we introduce our hierarchical Bayesian PLP model for 
multiple repairable sub-systems. Section 3.4.3 describes methods for the dictation of 
hyperparameters for the model in Section 3.4.2. Section 3.4.4 provides posterior sum­
maries (given Blue Mountain's hardware failure data) based on the hierarchical PLP 
model from Section 3.4.2 and the hyperparameters from Section 3.4.3. The numerical 
techniques used to obtain the posterior summaries in Section 3.4.4 are documented in 
Appendix A. Section 3.5 discusses a forecasting shortcoming of PLP models and intro­
duces a new model that remedies this shortcoming. In Section 3.6, simplifications of the 
general models introduced in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 are also fit. Bayes factors are used as 
a criteria to select one of these competing models. Section 3.7 reports an analysis that 
demonstrates the insensitivity of the posterior of the selected model to the specification 
of its prior. 
3.2 The Blue Mountain Supercomputer Technical Background 
In preparation for building Blue Mountain, the High Performance Computing Group 
(HPC) at Los Alamos National Laboratory fabricated a "baby" system in 1997. In the 
Fail of 1998, Blue Mountain's 48 SGI Origin 2000 SMPs each containing 128 processors 
and 2 memory modules were delivered to HPC. By November of 1998, Blue Mountain, 
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while not fully operational, was nevertheless able to run the performance assessment 
program LINPACK. LINPACK demonstrated that Blue Mountain is capable of 3.096 
teraOps making it the fastest computer in the world. 
Over the first year of Blue Mountain's existence, it was not used for real work. 
Instead, HPC worked on the interconnect between the SMPs, the message passing in­
terface, the software, and other problems in order to stabilize the supercomputer. In 
November 1999, users were able to submit jobs that utilized from 16 to 32 of the 48 
SMPs. By parallelizing code and using check-point restart techniques, one user was able 
to use Blue Mountain to complete a job in only 3 months that would have taken 200 
years on a Cray supercomputer. A year after regular usage, users began to submit jobs 
that processed on 32 to 36 of the 48 SMPs. 
With 475 miles of interconnect cable and 5,000 disks, Blue Mountain is a very com­
plicated system. Blue Mountain is so complicated that HPC personnel have become 
specialists in maintaining different parts of Blue Mountain like the operating system, 
the hardware, and the interconnect. A staff of specialists monitor Blue Mountain 24 
hours a day. With so many components, the SMPs occasionally experience hardware 
failure. Node boards, XIO cards, memory modules, and power supplies are all examples 
of SMP hardware that have failed. According to an HPC staff member, root causes of 
these failure modes are not known, but failures seem to be isolated-one at a time and 
not many all at once. When a hardware failure occurs, HPC locates the SMP with a 
failed component. The component is repaired, and the SMP is brought back to system 
usage. 
In terms of reliability, Blue Mountain is quite different from traditional supercom­
puters, like Grays. Grays operate for months between failures, and users submit 100 
hour jobs expecting them to complete. In contrast, as will be demonstrated later in the 
paper, there is about a 60% chance that at least one of the 48 Blue Mountain SMPs 
will have a hardware failure in the next 6 hours. Thus, a job submitted to all 48 SMPs 
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that requires 100 hours to complete and that does not use check-point restart methods 
would likely never finish. Blue Mountain is a dynamic system with few users logged-on 
at one time. Users attend weekly meetings and have to wait until other jobs finish before 
they can submit their own. Several of the SMPs are usually available as "mini-Crays" 
to debug code before submitting a job to a larger subgroup of the 48 SMPs. 
One of the reasons that Blue Mountain exists is because the U.S. cannot do nuclear 
weapons testing. Grays were able to handle 1-D and 2-D simulations, but these required 
test data for validation. Now, however, without actual test data, 3-D simulations in 
asymmetrical problems are needed. To simulate a real weapon requires billions of cells 
and tremendous speed and memory. The scale of the necessary computations drives this 
new technology. 
Beginning with August 1999 (a time close to when real project usage of Blue Moun­
tain began), Table 3.1 lists the number of hardware failures for each SMP by month. 
Figure 3.1 plots the cumulative number of failures versus time for each of the 48 SMPs. 
There is one "outlying" SMP with considerably more failures. Inspection of Table 3.1 
reveals SMP 21 as "outlying." As it turns out, SMP 21 is slightly different in both 
structure and usage than the other 47 SMPs. SMP 21 is used for visualization and has 
visualization pipes not found in the other 47 SMPs. The visualization pipes provide a 
failure mode for SMP 21 not present in the other SMPs. 
3.3 Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes 
Stochastic point processes are well-documented as models for repairable systems. For 
example, see Thompson (1981) and Ascher and Fiengold (1984). To deal with failure 
time data from a single repairable system, we will need some notation. First, let Ti be 
the time at which the z'th failure occurs. Also, let 
•  N(a ,b )  be the number of failures in an interval (a, 6] 
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Table 3.1 Monthly Failures for 48 Blue Mountain SMPs 
Month 
SMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 1 5 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 5 
2 5 4 6 1 2 1 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 5 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 1 1 0 1 3 
4 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 0 3 0 0 2 3 
5 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 
6 3 4 3 1 1 4 1 4 2 1 1 3 1 1 4 
7 1 7 3 6 1 2 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 6 4 
8 3 3 3 1 0 3 2 4 3 1 2 3 0 0 2 
9 6 2 3 1 0 1 0 5 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 
10 4 4 5 1 1 1 2 7 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 
11 4 7 3 2 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 1 3 1 
12 4 4 3 3 0 0 1 4 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 
13 2 4 3 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 
14 3 4 3 2 0 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 
15 2 5 3 3 1 0 1 5 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 
16 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 4 2 0 1 3 0 1 1 
17 4 3 3 2 0 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 3 
18 5 4 3 0 1 4 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 3 2 
19 5 2 3 3 2 4 2 5 1 0 1 0 2 2 2 
20 2 3 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 
21 10 5 3 6 6 4 10 5 3 8 3 2 8 2 5 
22 5 2 5 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 2 0 3 3 8 
23 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 5 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 
24 2 3 2 1 2 3 0 3 2 0 0 1 4 1 4 
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Table 3.1 (Continued) 
Month 
SMP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
25 2 3 2 0 1 1 1 3 6 1 0 0 1 1 1 
26 3 2 3 0 2 5 4 1 1 1 0 2 4 2 3 
27 1 2 1 2 2 4 3 1 2 0 5 0 3 1 5 
28 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 3 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 
29 2 3 1 2 2 3 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 
20 5 4 1 1 1 4 0 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 2 
31 1 5 1 3 1 4 3 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 
32 1 3 4 1 3 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 
33 4 3 4 0 1 1 1 3 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 
34 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 
35 1 3 2 1 2 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 2 2 3 
36 2 6 3 1 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 1 2 3 3 
37 1 3 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 
38 3 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 3 
39 2 2 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 1 1 2 1 
40 5 3 2 0 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 4 2 3 2 
41 3 3 3 3 4 2 0 4 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 
42 5 4 2 2 5 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 3 1 4 
43 2 4 3 0 4 2 0 3 4 0 3 0 1 1 3 
44 5 2 3 2 3 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 
45 1 3 1 1 5 1 0 3 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 
46 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 4 1 4 
47 5 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 0 2 1 2 
48 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 
39 
5 10 
Time (in Months) 
Figure 3.1 Empirical Cumulative Failure Functions for 48 SMPs. 
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•  N( t )  be the number of failures in (0, £]. 
A class of models for failure times of a repairable system is that of the nonhomoge-
neous  Po i s son  p roces ses  (NHPP) .  An  NHPP i s  de f ined  by  i t s  nonnega t ive  in t ens i ty  u( t ) .  
For an NHPP, 
• for disjoint intervals (ai,6t) and (a2, 62) (i.e., intervals for which either 61 < a2 or 
62 < ai), N(ai,bi) and jV(a2, 62) are independent. 
NHPPs have received much attention in the literature. Duane (1964) conducted an 
empirical study looking for patterns in failure times of repairable systems undergoing 
a testing process that involves a repair with engineering modification at each failure. 
For five different electro-mechanical and mechanical repairable systems, Duane collected 
failure data and noted that plots of "cumulative failure rates" versus cumulative operat­
ing hours were approximately linear on log-log paper. Crow (1974) suggested modeling 
a repairable system under such "find it and fix it" conditions using an NHPP with a 
power law intensity 
where both 77 and <f> are positive parameters. In the literature, this model is referred to 
as a Weibull or power law process (PLP). For a PLP, the mean number of failures up to 
time t is 
We will also use the notation /i(a, b) for the mean number of failures in the interval (a, 6). 
Bayesian treatments of PLP models have a history in the reliability growth literature. 
Higgins and Tsokos (1981) proposed a quasi-Bayesian estimator of i/(t) for a PLP. This 
•  N(a ,b )  is a Poisson random variable with mean f i ( a ,b )  =  u( t )d t  
(3.1) 
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estimator is easy to compute, allows for use of prior knowledge, and performs well 
compared to the corresponding maximum likelihood estimator. Littlewood and Verrall 
(1989) introduced a Bayesian reliability growth model for computer software. 
Kyparisis and Singpurwalla (1985) presented a data analysis of software failure times 
using a Bayesian PLP model. Guida et al. (1989) and Calabria et al. (1990) proposed 
both non-informative and informative priors for a PLP. The description of the infor­
mative priors allows for an easy transfer from informal prior knowledge to a prior dis­
tribution. Guida et al. compared Bayesian point and interval estimation for the PLP 
parameters to maximum likelihood methods. Calabria et al. considered the problem of 
predicting TN+K from 7\, T2,... , TN and compared their methods to maximum likeli­
hood methods. Coverage probabilities and relative average interval lengths were used as 
comparison criteria. 
Using priors presented by Guida et al. and Calabria et al., Bar-Lev et al. (1992) fit a 
Bayesian PLP to two different data sets. The data and posterior summaries are provided. 
Bar-Lev et al. pointed out that the Bayesian method provides a "unified methodology" 
for dealing with exact failure data, since the method is the same regardless of whether 
the data are time-or failure-truncated (while maximum likelihood methods depend on 
the data collection method). 
3.4 Bayesian PLP Models 
3.4.1 One-System Models 
The basic repairable system that we study is an S MP. Assume that there are C SMPs 
in all. Also, suppose AT,(0, t), N{(t, 2/),... , iV,((M — 1)<, Mt) are recorded for each SMP 
i = 1,2,... , C, where t > 0 is fixed and known. The times at which data are collected 
are equally spaced. Figure 3.2 is a diagram of these times. To make later notation 
more concise, let xtJ- be the number of failures for the zth computer during the jth time 
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interval. That is, let xtJ = M'((j — 1 ) t , j t )  for i = 1,2,... , C and j  = 1,2,... , M. 
0 21 31 
• • I 1— 
( M - l ) t  M t  Time 
Figure 3.2 Cumulative Failure Reporting Times for the ith SMP. 
The Blue Mountain supercomputer consists of 48 SMPs. When one of the SMPs fails 
that SMP is repaired and restarted. The number of failures for each SMP is recorded 
each month. Once again, these data for the first 15 months of operation are provided in 
Table 3.1. Thus, with the above notation, C = 48 SMPs, and there are M = 15 equally 
spaced data collection times that are t = 1 month apart. 
Now, consider modeling failures of the ith SMP with a PLP having parameters <f> and 
r). (In what follows we ignore down time, essentially assuming that repair is essentially 
"instantaneous." ) Let x = (z,i, X{2, •.. ,x,m) be the vector of failure counts for the ith 
SMP. Then, the sampling distribution for the failure counts of the ith SMP in time 
interval j is 
indep Poisson for J = 1,.. - , M, 
and x  has probability mass function 
{go#-MT 
pU\<t>, n) = II 
j=i X V 
exp {-(")*}• 
As mentioned in Section 3.3, Guida et al. (1989) presented an easy-to-elicit infor­
mative prior on (<f>, rj). The suggested procedure places a gamma distribution on the 
expected number of failures up to some specified time T, /j(T). All an expert needs to 
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do is provide a value for T and a mean f j .  and standard deviation cr  for n(T) .  After a 
change of variables, the prior density for rj\(j> is 
p(ii\<f>) = (j> -l exp [-^(T/77)0 /F ^ , 
where f x ,  <7, and T are given by the expert. With the conditional prior for r j \<t> specified, 
all that is needed is a marginal prior distribution for cj>. Guida et al. suggested a uniform 
distribution with end points 
• (0.3,1.1) when there is a "strong conviction of a reliability growth, but no infor­
mation on what the cf> value (< 1) is" 
• (0.3, 3.0) when there is "weak information about the failure process" 
• (1.0,5.0) when there is a "strong conviction of a degradation phenomena, but weak 
information on what the (j> value (> 1) is." 
When t  =  TJ, FI( t )  = 1. Thus, r j  can be interpreted as the time by which you expect 
the first failure. If 0 = 3, you expect one failure in the first 77 time units, and you 
expect 23 — 1 = 7 failures in the second 77 time units. So, in many applications, it seems 
reasonable that <£ > 3 would indicate more decay than expected and that an expert 
would be able to rule out these values. Thus, the Guida et al. choice of priors for 4> seem 
to make sense. 
A more flexible prior for <j) was suggested by Kyparisis and Singpurwalla (1985). 
Kyparisis and Singpurwalla suggested a scaled beta distribution with density 
,  r ( t : + W  ( 0  
PW rit,) + r(*2) (u -
where 0 < / < <j> < u and > 0. For a scaled beta distribution with mean f i  € (/, u) ,  
the variance a2 must be less than (u — l)2fi( 1 — n). Beginning with a valid mean fi and 
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variance cr2 for a scaled beta distribution, the parameters k \  and are 
ki = / ( I - / / )  
- ^ 
,2 = toll 
3.4.2 A Multiple-System Hierarchical Model 
Suppose the number of failures for the z'th SMP follows a PLP with intensity pa­
rameters 4>i and 77,-. Define • • • , 4>c) and 77 = (771,772,... , 77c). Furthermore, 
suppose that given 4> and 77, SMPs fail independently. (This assumption seems rea­
sonable since as mentioned in Section 3.2 hardware failures tend to be isolated.) That 
is, 
x i j 1  m~P Poisson ^ ^ ^ for f = 1.... , C,  j  =  1,. . .  ,  M.  
Thus, the sampling distribution for the data X = [xtJ] (a C x M matrix) has probability 
mass function 
p(X|0,^) = JJ 
i=l 
M 
n j=1 
{(r-mT 
exp < -{-(")*} 
Using priors for 77 as suggested by Guida et al., let 
(%) 
pW&PTiar)  — II 
1 = 1  <(»)*) 
exp 
r((-)0 
2 v c 
n t=l ' exp [-^(r/Si)»' L 
Next, we suggest a gamma prior distribution for <f> parameterized in terms of its mean 
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and standard deviation cr#. That is, we use density 
(«)' 
= IJ 
1 = 1  r((s)2) 'exp(-^*) 
(3) (%) 
2 x C 
X 
((«)*) n t=l 
exp (-^*) 
/ 
So, the distribution of (<£, ryj/zr, <77-, cr^) has density 
P(rç,<P|/*T,<7r,/*<»,<?>) = PM^i ^ T, <TT)p(<?i>|/j0, <r0). 
Finally, let 
~ Weibull(a^r, 6^T) 
crT ~ Weibull(ao.T, b a T )  
\i+ ~ Weibull(a^,6^) 
<7* ~ Weibull(a,^,6^), 
where the Weibull(a, b)  distribution has density 
for x  > 0. Thus, (/z-r, has density 
/ z t 0 " t i  aTa"T-1  1  a* — I ,, . a f A  ~ l~  .a"'dS~1 
« p  i t e r + t e r + t e r + ( e n  
3.4.3 Hyperparameter Specification 
For the model defined in Section 3.4.2, a^ T ,  6W, a^, 6^, a^, 6^, aa<j>, and ba<t> are 
hyperparameters that need to be specified. To choose aMT and 6MT, suppose an expert 
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provides T and two f i r ,  quantile pairs ( / i i ,p i )  and (/i2,/>2)- Then, taking 
loe f'°8(l-P2)1 
_ (3.2) 
l
°S (S) 
b^T = %" (3.3) 
[- Iog( 1 -pi)]°" 
gives a prior with pi  quantile and quantile / j 2 .  In the case of Blue Mountain, 
experts believe that, for T = 1, fir is in the interval (0.5,15.0). Taking these values 
as the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the prior distribution for y.?, Equations (3.2) and 
(3.3) imply a^r = 1.20 and b^T = 5.99. Similarly, for T = 1, experts believe (TT is 
in the interval (0.01,5.0), and, thus, Equations (3.2) and (3.3) imply a„T = 0.654 and 
6<7T = 0.935. 
Since Guida et al. suggest that (0.3,3) is a non-informative range for a <f> parameter, 
for i = 1,2,... , C, suppose <£,- are in (0.3,3). Then, fi# would also be in this interval. 
Taking 0.3 and 3 as the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles for ^ implies = 1.77 and b^ = 1.61. 
Also, <Tj, would be at most the standard deviation of a population with half of the <p,s 
at 0.3 and the other half at 3. That is, 
< 
- 1.65)2 + (3 - 1.65)2 
= 1.35. 
Thus, with 0.01 and 1.35 as the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles for cr*, one is led to = 0.829 
and ba<j> = 0.359. 
3.4.4 Fitting the Hierarchical PLP Model 
To simulate draws from the posterior distribution of the hierarchical model described 
in Section 3.4.2, calculations were done using MCMC methods described in Appendix 
A. Basically, we used a forward substitution Markov Chain Monte Carlo Algorithm 
(Gilks et al., 1996). To determine if the Markov Chain had mixed, time series plots of 
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the parameters and the methods introduced by Raftery and Lewis (1996) were used. 
Summaries of the posterior distribution presented in this section are based on a sample 
size of 10,000. To obtain this sample, one chain of 1,010,000 iterations was generated. 
The first 10,000 iterations were discarded. Every 100th iteration was kept thereafter. 
A way of assessing the fit of a PLP model is to plot together nonparametric estimates 
and PLP estimates of the mean cumulative failures function fi(t). A nonparametric 
estimate for the zth computer's mean cumulative failures function at time jt is simply 
the number of failures up to time jt. That is, the nonparametric estimate is simply 
Ni(jt) for j = 1,... , M. For hierarchical PLP estimates of the mean cumulative failures 
function for the ith computer, we use 
where and p.(j)i are the posterior means of /*,• and <£,• from the posterior sample of size 
10,000. Figure 3.3 is a plot of nonparametric and hierarchical PLP based estimates of the 
mean cumulative function for all 48 computers. The hierarchical PLP estimates "shrink" 
toward the center of the nonparametric estimates, "borrowing strength." Since the 48 
computers are thought to have come from a single underlying population, each computer 
provides information about the other 47. Thus, the estimates are "pulled" toward the 
center. On the other hand, the nonparametric estimates are computed separately for 
each computer. 
A 100(1 — a)% highest posterior density region (HPDR) for a parameter 0 with 
posterior density p(0\data) is {6 : p(9\data) > where X\-a is such that 
In the case when an HPDR is an interval, it is the shortest interval with posterior 
probability (1 — a). From a posterior sample of size 10,000, an analog of a 90% HPD 
interval can be calculated by 
p(0\data)d6  =  1 — a .  
{0:p(fl|data)>Xi_Q} 
Time (in Months) 
Figure 3.3 Empirical Cumulative Failure Functions and Posterior Mean Cu­
mulative Failure Functions Under One Population PLP Model 
1. 
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1. ordering the sample 0 l  , 6 2 , . . .  ,  010'000 
2. finding i" such that 0l*+9'000 _ 01' = min,
€
{1 i.ooo}#'"1'9'000 — 
Table 3.2 contains numerical summaries of the posterior sample of size 10,000 for some 
of the parameters. As described above, 0'""1"9,000) is reported as a 90% HPD interval. 
The 90% HPD interval for fj.# lies below 1. This indicates that, on average, the SMPs 
will undergo reliability growth. Since T = 1 was used in specifying the model, the fact 
that the posterior mean for fir is about 3.3 indicates that we expect a new SMP to fail 
about 3.3 times in the first month of use. 
Table 3.2 One Population PLP Model 1 Parameter Estimates 
Parameter Mean Median Standard Error 90% HPD Interval 
fiT 3.321 3.315 0.241 (2.917,3.704) 
aT 0.562 0.594 0.252 (0.007,0.863) 
V-<i> 0.776 0.776 0.024 (0.735,0.816) 
0.048 0.049 0.023 (0.001,0.077) 
*749 0.227 0.218 0.071 (0.117,0.324) 
049 0.777 0.776 0.059 (0.678,0.870) 
For some unobserved quantity of interest, its posterior predictive distribution is its 
conditional marginal distribution given the data. Under a hierarchical Bayesian model, 
population parameters are random variables. Thus, it is possible to simulate from the 
posterior predictive distribution for the "next" SMP, SMP 49. Table 3.2 provides nu­
merical summaries of the posterior predictive distribution of <f>49 and 7749. Figure 3.4 
shows the posterior predictive distribution of <£49 and 7749. Since there is little posterior 
probability for <£49 greater than 1, this suggests that SMP 49 will undergo reliability 
growth. Also, since the posterior mode for 7749 is about 0.2, one might expect SMP 49 
to fail for the first time in just under a week. 
The goal of this modeling effort was to determine the reliability of Blue Mountain. 
For the zth SMP, Ni(a,b) is a Poisson random variable with mean /i,(a,6). Thus, the 
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Figure 3.4 Posterior Predictive Distributions for Parameters of SMP 49 Un­
der One Population PLP Model 1. 
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probability of no failures for the zth SMP in (a, 6) is 
P(JV,-(a,6) = O|0,-,77,-) = 1 - exp(— m{a,b) )  
- 
i™exp((i) -(£) )• 
We take the probability a job of length I and starting time s finishes as our definition of 
reliability. Since Blue Mountain is a series system in its 48 SMPs, reliability R(l,s) is 
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R(l , s )  = JJ P(Ni ( s , S  + /) = 0\<f>i,T]i) 
• s[-((Î) ' - ( t)1 
Figure 3.5 is a plot of reliability versus start time for 6 hour jobs. (We use a job length 
of 6 hours not because it is a standard but because it was used as an ad hoc time 
span for contractual efforts associated with Blue Mountain and next generation ACS I 
supercomputers.) The three lines included on this plot are posterior 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles 
(in red) and the posterior mean (in black). As s increases, these three lines increase, 
indicating reliability growth. 
The modeling done to this point has two important shortcomings as a description of 
Blue Mountain. First, when the shape parameter 0 of a PLP is not 1, the intensity has 
limit 0 or oo as t —> oo. This may not be realistic for Blue Mountain. Secondly, SMP 21 
may need to be modeled separately, since Figure 3.3 illustrates that its estimated mean 
cumulative failure function is probably being shrunk too much toward those of the other 
47 SMPs. We address these two issues in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. 
3.5 Extensions of PLP based Models 
When 4> 7^ 1, the PLP intensity in Equation (5.1) has a limit of 0 or oo as t  —» oo. 
Thus, although a PLP model allows for reliability growth or decay, it has undesirable 
CM 
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Figure 3.5 Posterior Mean and 0.1 and 0.9 Posterior Quantiles for 6 Hour 
Job Reliability Under One Population PLP Model 1. 
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asymptotic properties. It may turn out that a system like Blue Mountain initially expe­
riences reliability growth but then "levels off" at some constant failure rate. The limiting 
properties of a PLP model may lead to poor forecasting of future system reliability. To 
remedy this deficiency of PLP models, we introduce another positive parameter p and 
consider the intensities 
0— I 
"
(i) = £(») +p' 
(3.4) 
When 0 < 1, the system would undergo reliability growth and have a limiting failure 
rate of p. (For no choice of 0 does this intensity increase and level off at a constant 
value. We have given thought to forms for intensities that allow for this possibility as 
well. But as we will see, intensity (5.3) is adequate for present purposes of modeling 
Blue Mountain as our shape parameters have high posterior probability of being below 
1.) 
NHPP models with intensities (5.3) are not identifiable if we allow 0=1. For ex­
ample, (rj,4>,p) = (0.5,1,1) and (77,4>,p) — (1,1/2) lead to the same intensity. However, 
as long as a prior distribution assigns 0 probability to the possibility that 0 is exactly 
1, this lack of strict identifiability poses no real problems for a Bayesian analysis, so we 
now present a hierarchical model based on intensity (5.3). 
Let 
Zi,-|0, V Poisson + for z = 1,... , C, j  = 1,... , M. 
Thus, the sampling distribution for the data X = [x,j] (a C x M matrix) has probability 
mass function 
p(X|77,0,0) = JJ 
1=1 
Af 
n j=1 . ..f ' V  exp < -{-((")•—)} 
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Next, allow for a gamma prior distribution on 77 that is parameterized in terms of the 
mean fij, and standard deviation CTj,. That is, use density 
= n 
1=1 
/ 
(W (§y 
m 
($?r\c 
(^)2-1 / Pt, \ 
exp j 
w 
X (te)2) 
J J  7 7 , 1  e x p  ^ - - ^ 7 7 , ^  
Similarly, let 
p{±\n4>,°4>) = n 
V ( f ^\ \ \ 
2 \ C 
(te)2) 
r(fë)2) 
A1 
n t=i & 
(%y-
'
exp( -0*) 
and 
p(p|/ip,o-p) = JJ 
:=i 
{%) (%)' 
Hte)2) >.-(££) -'exp (-^) 
2 x C 
(W n 1=1 p i \ "pJ  r  ( te )  ) /  
So, the distribution of (77,<7^,1*4, &p) has density 
'exp (-^,) 
P(^7i P<t>i P-pi &p) — PivlPrn  <^t?)P(^IAi0I ^^P^PIPPI  &pi)~  
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Finally, let 
fir, ~ Weibull(a^„,6^) 
err, ~ Weibull( a, 6^ ) 
^ ~ Weibull(a^,6^) 
<70 ~ Weibull(a^,6^) 
HP ~ Weibull(a^,6^) 
(7P ~ Weibull(a^,6^). 
This hierarchical Bayes model allows for sensible limiting behavior of individual inten­
sities without major sacrifice of tractability. 
3.6 A Comparison of Models 
Suppose that we have several competing Bayesian models for data Y. In other words, 
we have several competing joint distributions for the data and parameters. For the zth 
Bayesian model with parameters let ( Y\ 9i) have joint density p,-( V, Oj). Then, if data 
Y = y are observed 
is a measure of how likely the data are under model i. The Bayes factor for comparing 
model i to model j is 
Bayes factors can be used to compare the fits of two models, where a "large" value of B{j 
suggests that model i provides a better fit to the data than model j. A nice property of 
Bayes factors is that they can be used to compare two entirely different models. Getting 
a corresponding frequentist measure to compare models can be difficult when models are 
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not nested. Interpretation of a Bayes factor is nevertheless somewhat problematic (i.e., 
how large is a "large" Bayes factor). Kass and Raftery (1994) provided some guidelines 
for "how large is large." For example, they argued that a Bayes factor greater than 10 
is strong evidence that one model is better than another. 
Computing a Bayes factor in closed form is not always possible. DiCiccio et al. (1997) 
provided ways of approximating Bayes factors and discussed the asymptotic properties of 
these approximations. To approximate a Bayes factor, we use the Laplace approximation 
6, = (27r)(p/2)|Ê|ï/z(6), 
where p is the number of parameters in the model, 5 is the posterior variance-covariance 
matrix of the parameters, h(-) is the likelihood times the prior, and 0 is the posterior 
mean. 
Table 3.3 summarizes fits of 12 Bayesian PLP models. For each of these 12 models, 
log(6t) is provided. The One Population Models treat all 48 SMPs as drawn from a 
single universe. For example, the One Population Model 1 is the hierarchical PLP 
model described in Section 3.4.2. The One Population Model 2 does not allow the shape 
parameter à to vary over the 48 SMPs. The One Population Model 3 does not allow 
the scale parameter rj to vary over the 48 SMPs. The One Population Model 4 allows 
neither the scale nor shape parameters to vary over the 48 SMPs. The One Population 
Model 5 is an HPP that allows the scale parameter to vary over the 48 SMPs. The One 
Population Model 6 is an HPP that does not allow the scale parameter to vary over the 
48 SMPs. On the other hand, the Two Populations Models treat the 47 non-graphical 
SMPs as drawn from a single universe while the outlying graphics SMP (SMP 21) is 
modeled independently with a one-system PLP model described in Section 3.4.1. The 
information in Table 3.3 allows one to compare the fits of these 12 models. For example, 
the Two Populations Model 1 has the largest Bayes Factor with logarithm -1206.07. 
This suggests that the Two Populations Model 1 is best. To compare the fit of this 
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model to the fit of the Two Populations Model 4 to see if hierarchical indices over the 
47 SMPs are needed, one simply computes the Bayes Factor 
exp(—1206.07 - -1213.36) = 1465.571. 
Under the guidelines set by Kass and Raftery (1994), this suggests that indexing pa­
rameters are needed for the 47 SMPs. 
Table 3.3 Log Bayes Factors for PLP Models 
log(6,-) 
Model 4>i m One Population Two Populations 
1 4>i 9, -1224.09 -1206.07 
2 <f> m -1222.94 -1210.85 
3 4>i n -1222.06 -1213.03 
4 4> % -1239.70 -1213.36 
5 l m -1259.08 -1245.86 
6 l V -1275.39 -1247.82 
Table 3.4 lists 16 Bayesian models based on intensity (5.3). For example, One Pop­
ulation Model la is the model described in Section 3.5. The Two Populations Model la 
applies the model described in Section 3.5 to the 47 non-graphical SMPs and indepen­
dently applies the graphical SMP (SMP 21) with a one-system Bayesian model based 
on intensity (5.3). 
Table 3.4 Log Bayes Factors for Models Based on Intensity (5.3) 
log (M 
Model <Pi m pi One Population Two Populations 
la <Pi m pi -1227.52 -1197.22 
lb <Pi m p -1215.02 -1201.20 
2a 4>i pi -1227.08 -1205.69 
2b <Pi p -1229.24 -1221.35 
3a (p m pi -1228.82 -1208.75 
3b 4> m p -1221.30 -1210.37 
4a <P V pi -1233.78 -1215.39 
4b 4> n p -1242.54 -1213.20 
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Comparisons of Bayes Factors for the 28 models represented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 lead 
to selection of the most complicated Two Populations Model la as needed to adequately 
describe Blue Mountain's reliability. To use to this hierarchical model, a„n, a<Tq, 
bar,, a^, 6^, a(lp, 6Mp, a(Tp, and b„p are hyperparameters that needed to be 
specified. Matching 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles as illustrated in Section 3.4.3, Table 3.5 
shows the hyperparameter values used in the Two Populations Model la description of 
the 47 non-graphical SMPs. The additional hyperparameters a^, bmi, a^,, b^, ani, 
and bP2l were those needed to model SMP 21 independently of the non-graphical SMPs. 
Table 3.5 Hyperparameter Values Used to Fit the Two Populations Model 
la 
Quantiles Hyperparameters 
Parameter 0.05 0.50 0.95 a b  
»T> 0.01 0.19 1.00 0.883 0.289 
0.01 0.12 0.50 1.040 0.174 
fl<j> 0.30 1.31 3.00 1.770 1.610 
<7* 0.01 0.23 1.35 0.829 0.359 
Hp 0.50 5.30 20.00 1.100 7.390 
<Tp 0.10 1.91 10.00 0.883 2.890 
*?21 0.01 0.19 1.00 0.883 0.289 
021 0.30 1.31 3.00 1.770 1.610 
P21 0.50 5.30 20.00 1.100 7.390 
Table 3.6 provides posterior numerical summaries for the Two Populations Model 
la. Once again, the 90% HPD interval for lies wholly below 1. This indicates 
that, on average, the non-graphical SMPs will undergo reliability growth. The limiting 
failure rate of these non-graphical SMPs is estimated to be 0.655. Figure 3.6 provides 
empirical and posterior mean estimated cumulative failure functions. Compare Figures 
3.3 and 3.6 and note the shrinkage in the Bayes estimates over the 47 non-graphical 
SMPs is more pronounced in the latter. This can be traced to the fact that SMP 21 is 
modeled separately/independently in the second case. Figure 3.7 is a plot of "6-hour job 
reliability" versus start time using the Two Populations Model la. Overlaying Figure 3.7 
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with Figure 3.5 reveals that the One Population PLP Model 1 and the Two Populations 
Model la result in roughly comparable final reliability summaries for Blue Mountain. 
Table 3.6 Two Population Model la Parameter Estimates 
Parameter Mean Median Standard Error 90% HPD Interval 
0.274 0.265 0.061 (0.180,0.364) 
0.042 0.033 0.037 (0.000,0.087) 
/i0 0.680 0.689 0.070 (0.562,0.783) 
0.024 0.020 0.020 (0.000,0.051) 
Vp 0.655 0.665 0.299 (0.131,1.098) 
(Tp 0.119 0.107 0.088 (0.000,0.238) 
*721 0.689 0.533 0.562 (0.021,1.440) 
021 0.723 0.724 0.258 (0.276,1.117) 
P21 4.335 4.485 1.057 (2.565,5.956) 
3.7 A Sensitivity Analysis 
An important issue in any Bayesian analysis is the extent to which the priors influence 
the final inferences. To assess posterior sensitivity to prior specification, we refit the Two 
Populations Model la using a variety of priors derived from combinations of wider and 
narrower 0.05 and 0.95 quantile intervals than those indicated in Table 3.5. The wider 
intervals were obtained by halving the 0.05 quantile and doubling the 0.95 quantile. 
These intervals are provided in Table 3.7. Narrow intervals were obtained by doubling 
the 0.05 quantile and halving the 0.95 quantile. These are provided in Table 3.8. 
There are 9 population parameters in Two Populations Model la and 2 choices of 
hyperparameters for their priors indicated in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. Instead of fitting this 
model for all 29 = 512 combinations of hyperparameters, 24 combinations based on 
a Plackett and Burman design were used. The first 12 runs of this design, obtained 
from Box et al. (page 398), are listed in Table 3.9. For example, for the first run, 
hyperparameters corresponding to wide intervals were used in specifying priors for the 
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Figure 3.6 Empirical Cumulative Failure Functions and Posterior Mean Cu­
mulative Failure Functions Under Two Population Model la. 
Table 3.7 Wide Quantile Intervals for the Two Populations Model la 
Quantiles Hyperparameters 
Parameter 0.05 0.50 0.95 a b 
0.005 0.23 2.0 0.679 0.397 
0.005 0.15 1.0 0.768 0.239 
0.150 1.60 6.0 1.100 2.220 
<T 4 0.005 0.28 2.7 0.646 0.495 
Vp 0.250 6.50 40.0 0.801 10.200 
<Tp 0.050 2.30 20.0 0.679 3.970 
mi 0.005 0.23 2.0 0.679 0.397 
021 0.150 1.60 6.0 1.100 2.220 
P21 0.250 6.50 40.0 0.801 10.200 
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Table 3.8 Narrow Quantile Intervals for the Two Populations Model la 
Quantiles Hyperparameters 
Parameter 0.05 0.50 0.95 a b 
0.02 0.16 0.500 1.26 0.210 
0.02 0.10 0.250 1.61 0.126 
/£<(> 0.60 1.08 1.500 4.44 1.170 
<70 0.02 0.19 0.675 1.16 0.261 
V-P 1.00 4.36 10.000 1.77 5.370 
<TP 0.20 1.57 5.000 1.26 2.100 
*721 0.02 0.16 0.500 1.26 0.210 
021 0.60 1.08 1.500 4.44 1.170 
P21 1.00 4.36 10.000 1.77 5.370 
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parameters nv, 7721, 021, and p21 while hyperparameters from narrow intervals were 
used for all others. The additional 12 runs are obtained by folding over the first 12. 
Table 3.9 Levels of the First 9 Factors of a Plackett and Burman Design 
for Study of 11 factors in 12 Runs 
Factor 
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 + — + — — — + + + 
2 + + — + — — — + + 
3 — + + — + — — — + 
4 + — + + — + — — — 
5 + + — + + — + — — 
6 + + + — + + — + — 
7 — + + + — + + — + 
8 — — + + + — + + — 
9 — — — + + + — + + 
10 + — — — + + + — + 
11 — + — — — + + + — 
12 
Figure 3.8 shows posterior "6-hour job reliability" versus start time for 25 different 
priors for the Two Populations Model la. The posterior mean in black and the 0.1 and 
0.9 posterior quantiles in red are based on the prior defined in Table 3.5. The posterior 
means in green and the 0.1 and 0.9 posterior quantiles in blue are based the 24 priors used 
to assess sensitivity. None of the plots for the 24 alternatives to original specification of 
prior distributions differs substantially from that for the model described by Table 3.5. 
Our Bayesian analysis thus seems to be data driven and not heavily influenced by choice 
of hyperparameters. 
3.8 Summary 
This paper presented an analysis of Blue Mountain reliability. Initially, a hierarchical 
Bayesian PLP model was employed with prior distributions elicited from experts in terms 
of quantiles. A deficiency of the model in terms of forecasting properties (namely the 
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Figure 3.8 Posterior Distributions for 6 Hour Job Reliability Under Two 
Population Model la. (Posterior Mean in Black and 0.1 and 0.9 
Posterior Quantiles in Red Under the Prior Defined in Table 3.5. 
Posterior Means in Green and 0.1 and 0.9 Posterior Quantiles in 
Blue Under the 24 Alternative Specifications of Priors.) 
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0 or oo limit of the PLP intensity as t —>• oo when <j> ^ I) was discussed. The more 
general intensity (5.3) was suggested as a fix for this particular data analysis and was 
also employed in a hierarchical Bayesian framework. Bayes factors indicate the need for 
a hierarchical model as opposed to simpler, non-hierarchical Bayesian models, and the 
modeling of SMP 21 independently of the other 47 SMPs. A sensitivity analysis with 
respect to choice of hyperparameters (equivalently, with respect to the elicited quantiles) 
was conducted. The posterior behavior of "6-hour reliability" seemed insensitive to 
specification of the prior. 
The analysis presented in this paper was motivated by an important real problem. 
A 10 teraOps IBM-based clustered-SMP supercomputer has been built at another Na­
tional Laboratory. Although quantum computing may be next, technology is still at 
the clustered-SMP level for the next generation ASCI supercomputer. Thus, it was 
important to quantify the reliability of Blue Mountain to negotiate contract terms for 
this next supercomputer. This analysis was also given to Blue Mountain users in an 
annual report and helps them design their code with judicious use of check-point restart 
methods so that their jobs will typically complete. 
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4 ESTIMATING EXPECTED INFORMATION GAINS FOR 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS WITH APPLICATION TO 
THE RANDOM FATIGUE-LIMIT MODEL 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics 
Kenneth J. Ryan 
Abstract 
Expected gain in Shannon information is commonly suggested as a Bayesian design 
evaluation criterion. However, examples in which expected information gains have been 
successfully used in identifying Bayes optimal designs are both few and typically quite 
simplistic. This paper discusses in general some properties of estimators of expected 
information gains based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Laplacian approx­
imations. We then investigate some issues that arise when applying these methods to 
the problem of experimental design in the (technically non-trivial) random fatigue-limit 
model of Pascual and Meeker (1999). An example comparing follow-up designs for a 
laminate panel study is provided. 
Key Words: Bayesian Optimal Design, Laplacian Approximation, Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
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4.1 Overview 
Practitioners want to conduct experiments that enable them to effectively estimate 
parametric functions and predict future observables. But collecting data takes time and 
costs money. In light of these conflicting realities, it is natural to search for "optimal" de­
signs which promise to provide the most information for a given amount of experimental 
effort. 
As an example, suppose one can afford to obtain n data points following a normal-
theory Gauss-Markov (linear) model. The data are of the form Y = XO 4- e, where X is 
an n x d matrix of known constants, 0 is a d x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and e 
is an n x 1 vector of normal random errors with 0 mean and variance-covariance matrix 
cr2I. Let X> be the set of all permissible choices for X. If the objective is to estimate 6, 
choosing a design 
X' = arg maxdet(X'X) 
X € V  
will minimize the volume of a frequentist joint confidence region for the parameter vector 
6. X" is referred to as a D-optimal design. 
Such frequentist approaches to optimal design have limitations in other, more com­
plex, situations. First, one may wish to incorporate prior information concerning 6 into 
the design of an experiment and the classical D-optimality criterion doesn't allow for 
this possibility. Also, although the design criterion det(X'X) is not a function of 9 in 
a linear model, precision of standard estimators of 6 varies with 6 in most non-linear 
models. When a design criterion is a function of unknown parameters (and what design 
is best potentially varies with the parameters), an ad hoc approach to design selection 
is to do a sensitivity analysis comparing designs optimal for different fixed values of the 
parameters. A more rational approach is to define a prior distribution over the param­
eter space and seek a Bayesian optimal design (that optimizes the prior mean of the 
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design criterion). Uncertainty in the parameters is quantified and directly incorporated 
into the design problem. 
Section 4.2 is a more detailed introduction to and overview of Bayesian optimal design 
using expected information gain. Section 4.3 discusses some properties of estimators of 
expected information gain. A method for simulating from the sampling distributions 
of proposed estimators is also outlined. Section 4.4 describes the random fatigue-limit 
model of Pascual and Meeker (1999). This model is useful for describing results of 
material stress tests where one stress variable accelerates fatigue. Section 4.5 investigates 
computational issues that arise when doing Bayesian optimal design for the random 
fatigue-limit model in an example involving a laminate panel. 
4.2 Bayesian Optimal Design 
Suppose we will observe data Y  £ y with density p { y \ 0 ,  X), where 9  6 0 is a 
p a r a m e t e r  v e c t o r  a n d  X  6  X >  i s  a  d e s i g n .  A l s o ,  s u p p o s e  9  h a s  p r i o r  d e n s i t y  p { 9 ) .  
The task of finding a Bayesian optimal design begins with the specification of a utility 
function u:X?x@x,y—^IR. The choice of u(-) should depend on the purpose of 
the experiment. Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995) provide a thorough review of Bayesian 
optimal design literature and discuss appropriate choices for u(-) when the purpose is 
estimation or prediction. A Bayesian optimal design X" maximizes the expected utility. 
That is 
X "  = arg maxE [u(X, 9 , K)]. 
When the purpose of an experiment is estimating 9, it is common to define expected 
utility as the expected Kullback-Leibler distance between the posterior and the prior 
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densities 
J J  l o g  | —  p ( y , 0 \ X ) d y d 0  (4.1) 
J j log [p(%, X)] p ( y ,  0 \ X ) d y d 0  - J log \ p { 0 ) }  p ( 0 ) d 0 ,  (4.2) 
where (4.2) holds because the prior density p { 0 )  is assumed to be independent of the 
design; that is, p(0|X) = p(0). The utility function (4.1) is also the expected gain in 
Shannon information (as defined by Shannon (1948)). It is also referred to as the Lindley 
information measure, following Lindley (1956). 
Since the second term in (4.2) is constant for all X E P, maximizing U { X )  is 
equivalent to maximizing 
the expected Shannon information in the posterior distribution. This fact is helpful in 
cases where an explicit formula for U'(X) is available. For example, under a normal-
theory Gauss-Markov model Y = X0 + e, assuming a is known and 0 is assigned a 
normal prior distribution with variance-covariance matrix a2R~l, 
So in this context, maximizing U ( X )  is equivalent to maximizing det(XzX + R ) .  A 
design that maximizes this determinant is sometimes referred to as a Bayesian D-optimal 
design. Even though an explicit expression for the second term in (4.2) exists, it is not 
needed as it doesn't involve X. 
D-optimal designs for the Gauss-Markov model have been criticized because they 
depend upon a model which may not be known to be adequate before an experiment is 
conducted. Also, in the case where the number of possible predictors d is greater than 
U ' { X )  = j J [ o g \ p ( 0 \ y , X ) ] p ( y , 0 \ X ) d y d 0 ,  (4.3) 
U " { X )  —  —  —  log(2?r) — — + - det[cr 2(X'X + /2)]. 
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the number of observations allowed n, det(X'X) = 0 for all designs. To overcome these 
O-determinant and model dependence problems, DuMouchel and Jones (1994) propose a 
method for finding designs based on the Bayesian D-optimality criterion. Categorizing 
all possible predictors as either "primary" or "potential" allows the formulation of a 
prior distribution, and these authors provide both some theoretical and some empirical 
justifications for designs derived using their method. 
Meyer e t  a l .  (1996) present a method for obtaining a follow-up design to help dis­
tinguish between competing Gauss-Markov models. Their model discrimination criteria 
is based on the mean Kullback-Lei bier distance between distributions of planned obser­
vations from two competing models. The authors use an exchange algorithm to search 
design spaces for optimal follow-up designs. The method is illustrated on examples where 
the problem is to clear up ambiguous initial results from fractional factorial designs. 
Chaloner and Larntz (1992) consider Bayesian design in accelerated life tests. Log­
arithm of life, log(Vr), for a unit at stress x is assumed to follow a normal or smallest 
extreme value distribution with location parameter /?o + fiix + (32x2 and scale parameter 
a. Asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator for a percentile of the 
log(V') distribution at a fixed stress XD averaged over a prior on 6 = (/30, a) is 
used as the design criterion. The authors use a simplex algorithm to locate optimal 
r-stress point designs. 
Unlike the situation in the Bayesian Gauss-Markov model with known a and a normal 
prior on 5, it is not always possible to evaluate the integrals involved an expected utility 
in closed form. And due to the high dimensionality of 6 and Y in many problems, 
it may be infeasible to approximate these integrals via numerical integration. Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques offer an alternative approach to approximating 
utility (4.1). In practice, it is often the case that the posterior density p{0\y, X) cannot 
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be written in closed form. But it can always be expressed as 
p(%,X) = 
The prior density p ( 0 )  and likelihood p ( y \ 0 , X )  usually have closed form (or "nearly 
closed form") representations, but the marginal density of the data 
p { y \ X )  = J p { y \ 0 , X ) p { 0 ) d 0  
often cannot be written in closed form. Rewriting (4.1) as 
U ( X )  = j J l o g  \ p ( y \ 0 , X ) ] p { y ,  0 \ X ) d y d 0  - J l o g  \ p ( y \ X ) \ p ( y \ X ) d y  (4.4) 
and (4.3) as 
U ' { X )  = J j l o g \ p ( y \ 0 , X ) p ( 0 ) ] p ( y , 0 \ X ) d y d 0  - J l o g \ p { y \ X ) ] p ( y \ X ) d y  (4.5) 
suggests corresponding MCMC estimators 
1 N 
P(X) = F {log[p(!Zil»i, -V)] - log \ f t V i \ X ) } }  (4.6) 
t=l 
I " Û - ( X )  =  ^  5 2  {log[p(»,|6„ -YJptfli)] - log ISï.-IX)]}, (4.7) 
1 = 1  
w h e r e  ( )  f o r  i  =  1 , . . .  ,  N  is an MCMC sample of size N  from p ( y , 0 \ X )  and p ( y i \ X )  
is a suitable estimate for p(t/,|X). In order to obtain a (dependent) pair (y,, 0,-) from 
p(y,0\X) = p(y\0, X)p(0), it is typically straightforward to draw 0, from p(0) and then 
yi from p(y\0i,X). We will discuss how to estimate p(t/,|X) later in this section. 
Note that the two terms in each summand of (4.6) and (4.7) are evaluated at the 
same realized observation y,-. Assuming a positive correlation between these terms, the 
variance of (4.6) or (4.7) is less than would be obtained using different/independent 
s e t s  o f  N  v a l u e s  y , - .  S i m i l a r l y ,  i n  t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  o n e  w i s h e s  t o  c o m p a r e  d e s i g n s  X i  
and X2, one should use the same N realized values for the 0,-, since positive correlation 
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between U ( X i )  and U ( X 2 )  (or U ' ( X i )  and U " { X 2 ) )  will again reduce the variance of 
their difference. Of course, 
U ( X l ) - U ( X 2 )  =  U ' ( X l ) - U m ( X 2 ) ;  
that is, design comparisons based on (4.6) are equivalent to those based on (4.7). So 
the evaluation of each p(9i) in (4.7) is unnecessary computational overhead. Hence, it 
is a good idea to use expected information gain U(X) given in (4.4) and not expected 
information in the posterior U"(X) given in (4.5) as a design criterion (as estimating 
(4.4) with (4.6) require less computation than estimating (4.5) with (4.7)). 
Hamada et al. (2001) suggest genetic algorithms for searching a design space to find 
near-optimal designs. They provide linear, nonlinear, and logistic regression examples. 
Expected information in the posterior U'(X) is used as the design criteria. For each 
design encountered by the genetic algorithm, (4.3) is evaluated (using a closed form 
expression where possible). In the case where a closed form expression for (4.3) does not 
exist but one for the posterior density p(d\y,X) does, the authors estimate U"(X) with 
When closed forms for (4.3) and the posterior density are not available, they use 
where the approximate value p(t/,|X) for p(y,-|X) is obtained via numerical integration. 
These authors note that numerical integration works quite well for this purpose when 
the dimension of 6 is three or less, but when the dimension of 6 is four or more, this 
approach becomes computationally infeasible. 
As pointed out by Hamada et al. (2001), there are a variety of other ways to esti­
mate p(y\X) in addition to numerical integration. The marginal density p{y\X) is the 
Bayes factor contribution of a model, and DiCiccio et al. (1997) investigate theoretical 
Jf 53 {loS [p(y«|0M X)p{0i)\ - log [p(y«|X)]}, 
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and empirical properties of Laplace approximation. Bartlett's adjustment, importance 
sampling, reciprocal importance sampling, and bridge sampling applied to the problem 
of estimating Bayes factor contributions. In a more general context of estimating a nor­
malizing constant, Meng and Wong (1996) introduce bridge sampling from a theoretical 
perspective; Gelman and Meng (1998) investigate path sampling; and Johnson (1999) 
introduces a method for obtaining a posterior distribution on a normalizing constant 
that lets one assess post-simulation uncertainty in an estimate for p(y\X) when bridge 
sampling is employed. Yu and Tanner (1999) present an estimator for p{y\X) based on 
the Gibbs stopper. Unfortunately, Bartlett's adjustment, bridge sampling, path sam­
pling, and the estimator of Yu and Tanner (1999) all require a posterior sample from 
p(6\yi,X) in order to estimate p(y,|X). When obtaining such a posterior sample is 
t i m e  c o n s u m i n g ,  t h i s  r e p r e s e n t s  a  p r o b l e m  b e c a u s e  w e  n e e d  t o  e s t i m a t e  p ( y » | X )  f o r  N  
realizations y,- in order to compute estimators (4.6) or (4.7). 
The Laplacian approximation for p ( y i \ X )  is 
P L { V i \ X )  = (2?r)f det (s.) 2 p (î/,|£-, x) p , (4.8) 
where d  is the dimension of 6 , 0:- is the mode of the posterior density p(#|y,, X) oc 
p(y,|0, X)p(6), and S, is the inverse Hessian matrix of — logp(0|y,-, X) evaluated at 
Alternatively, an importance sampling based estimator for p(y,|X) is 
1 M 
pHwl*) = (4.9) 
J=1 
where for i  =  1,. . .  ,  N  and j  = 1,... , M  are N  samples of size M  from p ( 0 )  
obtained independently of the N  pairs ( y i , 0 { )  used in (4.6) and (4.7). Estimators (4.8) 
a n d  ( 4 . 9 )  d o  n o t  r e q u i r e  a  p o s t e r i o r  s a m p l e  f r o m  p ( 0 | t / , - ,  X )  f o r  e a c h  i  =  1 , . . .  ,  N .  
Millier and Parmigiani (1995) propose a method of Bayesian design optimization 
based on MCMC estimation followed by curve fitting. Supposing P C IRm, the method 
is outlined below. 
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1 • Select jVfc E ^i k — 1, . . . Î Tldesigna • 
2. Repeat the following for k  —  1,. . .  ,  n j e s i g n 3 .  For i  —  1,. . .  ,  N ,  draw ( 6 h i ,  U k i )  from 
p(0, y\Xk) and compute an estimate g (Xk, {(#;ti, yki)}ïLi) of expected utility. 
3. Fit a smooth m-dimensional curve G : T> —>• IR to the points 
4. Find XMP = arg maxxeD G ( X ) .  
Typically, steps 2 and 4 are straightforward. However, steps 1 and 3 can be quite 
difficult if m is large. The curve-fitting step provides estimates for expected utilities 
that "borrow strength" from estimates for "nearby" designs (as measured by Euclidean 
distance). This is helpful because many times expected utility is smooth and continuous 
(as a function from D to IR). The authors illustrate their method with three examples 
where m is either one or two. Mùller and Parmigiani (1996) use their earlier method and 
approximate expected gains in information for a second stage clinical trial as a function 
of number of patients in the trial, and Kuo et al. (1999) apply the method in the context 
of quantal bioassay studies. 
Miiller (1999) discusses an augmented probability model under which (X, 0, Y )  has 
a joint distribution with density 
p ( X , 0 , y )  <x u { X , 6 , y ) p ( y , 0 \ X ) p ( 0 ) .  
Miiller assumes that T >  C IRm is bounded and «(X, 0 ,  y )  is non-negative and bounded, 
so p(X,0,y) can in fact be normalized into a valid probability density. The problem 
of locating a Bayesian optimal design is then one of finding the mode of the marginal 
density for X. Using MCMC methods, a sample of designs can be obtained from p(X), 
from which the mode can be estimated. A simulated annealing type approach is also 
discussed. This enables simulation of designs from a distribution that has same mode 
as p(X) but has higher probabilities for open circles in ]Rm that contain the mode. 
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4.3 Properties of Estimators for Expected Information Gains 
We now consider the use of MCMC estimator (4.6) with importance sampling (4.9) 
1=1 M  
p ( V i \ & « X )  (4.10) 
For purposes of a theoretical development, assume {(#,, %)} is an i.i.d. sequence from 
density p(9, y\X) and, for i = 1,... ,A\ {6*} are independent i.i.d. sequences from 
density p(9). First, we investigate the variance of estimator (4.10) 
var 
if 
where (0, V) is a sample of size 1 from p(6, y \ X )  and { 9 " }  is an i . i . d .  sequence from p ( 9 ) .  
The question is how to approximate 
P(Y\e,x) rarlogïSfc) = var E log-
E var log- p ( Y \ 9 , X )  
^E^1P(V|0*,X) 
0,Y 
9 , Y  
+ 
Using 1st order approximations, 
P ( Y \ 9 , X )  log ~ 
and 
var l°g"T v-M 
P ( Y \ 9 , X )  
9, Y log 
M  
9, Y 
M  
var 
p { Y \ 9 , X )  
P { Y \ X )  '  
P ( Y \ 9 ' , X )  
P ( Y \ X )  Y  
Thus, 
var (£?»(*)) « ivarlog^M + _LEvar[^m (4.11) 
which is clearly of order N 1. 
Next, consider the bias associated with estimator (4.10) 
1 M 
E ( U M ( X )  -  U ( X ) )  = -Elog — Y , p ( Y \ 9 - , X )  +  E  l o g p ( Y \ X ) .  
j=i 
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Jensen's inequality implies 
M  
E E log^È'wrç-*) j=i < E log E 
1 M ûY,*yW'x> M U  
= E logp { Y \ X ) ,  
so 
E ( U M { X )  - £/(X)) > 0 (4.12) 
and U M ( X )  is biased positively. To provide somewhat more detail, using a 2nd order 
T a y l o r  s e r i e s  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  a b o u t  p ( Y \ X )  
E|E j^iog jj £*=, P(y\9',x)11'|  « E |iogp(v-|X)-iVar  | (4.13) 
E logp(V'|X)--l Â7
var 
P( Y  | t f « )  
p(r|X) 
( P ( Y \ x ) y  (4.14) 
= E l o g p ( Y \ X )  c m  
M  '  
where (4.14) follows from a 1st order approximation to the variance term where 
C ( X )  =  1 E  
var y  
p(k|x) 
\ 2  -
> 0. { p ( Y \ x ) y  
Thus, Taylor series approximations indicate that the bias of ( J M ( X )  is 
. C(X) 
E ( u M ( X )  -  Z7(X)) 
M  
(4.15) 
Estimator (4.10) requires evaluation of N { M  + 1) likelihoods. In looking for a good 
use of computational resources, one can fix N(M + 1) and consider a trade-off between 
N and (M + 1), where increased N reduces variance (4.11) and increased (M + 1) 
reduces positive bias (4.12) or (4.15). If the function C(X) is approximately constant 
over X G P, (4.15) suggests that for fixed M the bias in UM(X) will be roughly constant 
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in X  and therefore of no consequence as one compares designs on the basis of U M { X ) .  
So in that case, for fixed computational effort, it will be best to choose (M + 1) as 
s m a l l  a s  p o s s i b l e  ( s u b j e c t  t o  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  ( 4 . 1 3 )  a n d  ( 4 . 1 4 )  h o l d i n g )  a n d  c h o o s e  N  
correspondingly large. 
A sampling plan to investigate the performance of estimator (4.10) empirically is 
outlined below. 
1. Generate a large "z.z.c/.-like" sample of size N g  from p { 0 ) ,  {0i,... ,##„}. 
2. Generate an index set for MCMC estimator (4.6) as a size N  <  N g  simple random 
sample of the integers 1 to Ng. Call this sample 
3. Generate index sets for importance sampling estimator (4.9) as N  independent 
size M < Ng simple random samples of the integers 1 to Ng. Call these samples 
for i  =  1,. . .  ,  N .  
4. Let Xfc for k = 1,... , n designs represent ndeaigns designs to be compared. Generate 
one data set y hi from p{y\0outl, Xk) for each k = 1,... , nje3ign3 and each i = 
1 , . . .  ,  N .  
5. For k = 1,... , rideaigna-, compute 
t=l 
where 
M  
U ? ' { X k )  =  log[p(yfci|0out,, À'*)] - log T7^2p{yki\0in,},Xk) (4.16) 
In addition to studying estimator (4.10), we simultaneously investigate the perfor­
mance of a version of MCMC estimator (4.6) with Laplacian approximated normalizing 
constants (4.8). For and k = 1,... , nde3igns, we compute 
1 N 
= -jv^TkX*), (4.17) 
1 = 1  
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where for i = I,... , N 
T i ( X k )  =  l o g [ p { y k i \ 0 o u t t ,  X k ) ]  - log jdet 2 p  (y k i \0ki ,  X k ^  q  (&»)J , (4.18) 
9 ki is the mode of the posterior density p { 0 \ y ki, X k )  oc p ( y ki\0, Xk)p(0), Sk {  is the inverse 
Hessian of — logp(9\yid, Xk) evaluated at 9k{, and q(0) oc p{0). Note that as defined, 
T(Xk) estimates not U(Xk), but rather 
T ( X k )  =  U( X k )  + ^log(27T) - log J q(d)de. 
In the numerical work we report later, we maximize posterior densities, numerically 
approximate 2nd derivative matrices, and obtain determinants using subroutines from 
the NAG Fortran library. 
If {0i,... , 0jve} is an i.i.d. sample from p ( 0 ) ,  by selecting {cruZ,-}^ without replace­
ment, is an i.i.d. sample from p{0). Similarly, for each i = 1,... , Ar, {9int} }™=l 
is an i.i.d. sample from p(0). (On the contrary, if one were to sample with replacement, it 
would be reasonable to expect, for a real-valued function g(0), small but positive correla­
tion between g(0Out,) and g{0Outt,) or between g(0int] ) and g(0inl},)- And sample averages 
of such would reasonably be expected to have variances inflated by this correlation.) 
4.4 The Random Fatigue-Limit Model 
Pascual and Meeker (1999) present the random fatigue-limit model for the life dis­
t r ibution of a material at stress s. Under the random fatigue-limit model, the life Y of 
a piece of material is 
Y  =  exp[/30 + /3i log(s — 7) + e], if 7 < 5 
+00, otherwise, 
where 7 is the fatigue limit, /30 and (3i are parameters, and e is a random error term. 
To allow for unit-to-unit variation, log fatigue limits V = log(7) are modeled as random 
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with pdf 
P v (v\fi~f,cr^) =  —(f>v ( T ' y  
(  V  
V <*v J ' 
(4.19) 
where is a location and <7-, is a scale parameter. Pascual and Meeker consider the 
cases where 4>v{') is the standardized normal or the standardized smallest extreme value 
(sev) pdf. 
To be consistent with the notation of Pascual and Meeker, let x  = log(s) and W  =  
log(V). Then, conditional on V = v for v < x, W has density 
where 0  = (//-,, cr-,2,/30,/?i, <r2), ^(x, v , d )  =  0 O  +  P i  log(exp(z) — exp(v)), and ( f > w \ v { - )  is 
either the standardized normal or the standardized sev pdf. 
Distributions (4.19) and (4.20) and the understanding that W  = +oo when V  >  x  
define a joint distribution for the vector (V, W). When collecting fatigue data, it is 
possible to observe a finite value of W exactly or to observe an interval that contains 
W. But V is not observable. Thus, for purposes of estimating 0 via methods involving 
a likelihood, it is necessary to obtain the marginal distribution of W. This distribution 
has both a continuous and a discrete component. The continuous component has density 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
Note that 
dvdw 
dwdv 
P ( V  <  x \ 0 ) .  
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That is, the density for the continuous component integrates to the probability W  is 
finite. The discrete component puts mass on infinity; in other words, 
P(W = +0010) = 1 - P{V < x\ô). 
The marginal cdf of W  is for finite w  
P ( W < w \ x , û )  =  j X  ( ^ L Z ± Z ^ d V ,  (4.22) 
where $vvr|v(-) is the standardized normal or standardized sev cdf. 
Now suppose n  pieces of material are tested at log stress levels x2,... ,xn and 
exact failure times are recorded only if they are less than tc. Also, suppose we record 
(W,-, Ci) = (wi, 0) for an exact failure time, and (Wi,Ci) = (log[<c], 1) for all the other 
(right-censored) observations. Then, the contribution of (Wi, Ci) = (tu,-, c, ) to the log-
likelihood is 
C i { 0 )  =  C i \og\pw( w i \ x i ,0)\ +  (1 —  C i )  log[l — P(W < iy,|x,-,0)]. 
In order to calculate £,(0), either integral (4.21) or integral (4.22) must be evaluated 
numerically. For purposes of illustrating how to approximate (4.21) via numerical inte­
gration, assume V is normally distributed and fi.Y + 6cr7 < x; then, 
pw(w\ x ,  0 )  -  +-4,W[V 4.V (^) dv\ < ^ ; P { Z <  -6), 
where Z  is standard normal. Thus, 
— <bny (W ~ Mx'v'e)) <fv (v-^) é,, 
J H-,- 6<t-, a<ri \ a J \ / 
as long as 2 / ( y / 2 n a ) P ( Z  <  —6) is sufficiently small. So one can reduce the evaluation 
of improper integral (4.21) to numerical evaluation of a proper integral and a simple 
quadrature rule such as the trapezoidal rule can be used to obtain an accurate approxi­
mation to (4.21). One must simply be careful that a fine enough grid has been specified 
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so that a "spike" in the integrand is not overlooked. Similar arguments can be used to 
find approximations to (4.22). 
Finally, the log-likelihood is simply 
n 
£(«) = £««). 
t=L 
4.5 An Example: The Laminate Panel Data 
4.5.1 Analyzing the Laminate Panel Data 
Using maximum likelihood methods, Meeker and Pascual (1999) fit the random 
fatigue-limit model described in Section 4.4 to data of Shimokawa and Hamaguchi 
(1987). These concern 125 specimens of a laminate panel. Life of a specimen was 
defined as the number of cycles until specimen fracture. Stress levels s = 270, 280, 300, 
340, and 380MPa were used with 25 specimens at each level. The experiment had a 
pre-determined length of tc = 20 million cycles. 10 of the 125 tests were right-censored. 
Using Akaike's information criterion, Meeker and Pascual determined that the random 
fatigue-limit model with standard normal densities for <Pv{-) and <f>w\v{') provided the 
best fit to the data. 
Johnson et al. (1999) suggest using a hierarchical Bayes approach when making 
inference in the random fatigue-limit model. For analyzing the laminate panel data, 
Johnson et al. (1999) argue for the (improper) prior density proportional to 
q j { 0 )  = exp (m - log(250.0))2^ cr*-80 exp ( <r~4'° exp ( 
and a normal-normal random fatigue-limit model. They also argue that q j { 0 )  (which, 
for example, does not have a finite integral when integrated over the unlimited support 
of (3Q for any fixed values of the remaining elements of 0) in fact results in a proper 
posterior density. That is, 
j p { y s f f \ 0 , X s H )  q j { 0 ) d 0  < +oo, 
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where p  (ysHXSH)  is the likelihood of the laminate panel data t/s/f (from design XSH) 
of Shimokawa and Hamaguchi. 
Johnson et al. ( 1999) used an adaptive forward substitution MCMC algorithm to 
obtain posterior samples from p{0\ysH, XSH)- This algorithm treated the 125 unknown 
fatigue-limits as an additional 125 parameters. We re-ran the code used by these au­
thors and generated one chain of 1,005,000 iterations. The first 5,000 iterations were 
ignored. Every 50th 6 was kept thereafter. Figure 4.1 summarizes Bayesian estimates 
based on this sample from the posterior and the laminate data. The S-N curves in 
Figure 4.1 (which plot stress on the vertical axis and fatigue life on the horizontal axis) 
are a standard way to present fatigue data. Using our own Metropolis in Gibbs MCMC 
algorithm that updated the 5 dimensional parameter vector 6 by updating each element 
of 6 individually with a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, we obtained another posterior 
sample from p{0\ysH-, XSH)- Figures and numerical summaries from this second inde­
pendently derived posterior sample were similar to those of Johnson et al. (1999). Slight 
differences between figures and numerical summaries based on the two different samples 
were easily attributable to Monte Carlo error. For the remainder of this discussion, we 
g e n e r a t e  s a m p l e s  f r o m  p ( 0 \ y s H i  XSH) u s i n g  t h e  a l g o r i t h m  p r o v i d e d  t o  u s  b y  J o h n s o n  e t  
al. (1999). 
4.5.2 Planning an Experiment Using Frequentist Methods 
Pascual (2001) presents frequentist methods for designing ("locally optimal") exper­
iments based on the random fatigue limit model. The method is illustrated by finding 
designs for a material "similar" to the laminate panels tested by Shimokawa and Ham­
aguchi (1987). Thus, the normal-normal random fatigue-limit model is used, and the 
maximum likelihood estimate for the parameter vector from the laminate panel data is 
used as a planning value. Asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator for 
a quantité of the life distribution or the fatigue-limit distribution at a fixed stress level 
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I 
O 
3 
I 
500 1000 5000 10000 50 100 
Y (thousands of cycles) 
Figure 4.1 Bayesian Estimates of S-N Curves for the Laminate Panel Data. 
The Outer Curves Delineate Pointwise 90% Posterior Prediction 
Intervals for New Observations. The Inner Curves Delineate 
Pointwise 0.05, 0.50, and 0.95 Posterior Quantiles of Mean Fa­
tigue Life fi(x, v, 0). Data Points with x as a Plotting Symbol 
were Right Censored. 
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forms the basis for a variety of design criteria which can be tailored to fit the intent of 
a future experiment. Pascual (2001) formulates his problem as one of finding an opti­
mal set of stresses S = (si,... ,sr) (or log-stresses X = (xi,... , xr)) and proportions 
fi = (ti"!,... , 7rr), where each s,- € (0,380], 
r 
53 *•«' = 
Z = 1 
and 7T," > 0 for i  = 1,... , r and optimizes (averages across an interval of stresses of 
asymptotic approximations to variances of estimators for a quantile of distributions) 
over design spaces 
e T>i with r = 3, tt,- = and x,- = + log(^8°1)-11 (i — 1) 
e T>2 with r = 4, m = and x, = xL + log(^°l)~J'(i — 1) 
e % with r = 3, 1r,- € [0,1], and si < s2 < S3 = 380 
e Z>4 with r = 4, tt, € [0, l], and st < s2 < s3 < s4 = 380. 
Optimization was done with t c  = 5, 20, and 50 million cycles and for purposes of 
estimating the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the life and the fatigue-limit distributions. 
Table 4.1 lists the design used by Shimokawa and Hamaguchi (1987) and the 12 (locally) 
optimal designs from Pascual (2001) for tc = 20 million cycles. Finding optimal designs 
over 4 design spaces for the estimation of 2 quantiles (0.05 and 0.95) from 2 distributions 
(the life and fatigue-limit distributions), one might expect to identify 4 x 2 x 2 = 16 
different designs, but optimal designs for P4 were exactly those for P3, leaving only 12 
distinct designs. 
4.5.3 Planning an Experiment with Bayesian Methods 
Suppose we wish to design a follow-up experiment for the laminate panel of Shimokawa 
and Hamaguchi (1987) using 120 specimens and a right-censoring time of tc = 20 million 
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Table 4.1 Optimal Designs from Pascual (2001) 
Design Estimation Goal Quantile Distribution Design Space 
si s2 s3 s4 s5 
7ti 7t2 7t3 7t4 ttg 
1 
-
-
270.0 280.0 300.0 340. 0 380.0 
0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
2 0.05 Life Pi 273.8 322.6 380.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 0.95 Life Pi 277.9 324.9 380.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
4 0.05 Fatigue-Limit Pi 264.8 317.2 380.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
5 0.95 Fatigue-Limit Pi 270.9 320.0 380.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
6 0.05 Life P3 and P4 266.4 306.2 380.0 0.20 0.48 0.32 
7 0.95 Life P3 and T>4 277.8 317.9 380.0 0.44 0.36 0.20 
8 0.05 Fatigue-Limit P3 and P4 264.9 314.0 380.0 0.38 0.43 0.19 
9 0.95 Fatigue-Limit P3 and P4 269.5 314.1 380.0 0.41 0.40 0.19 
10 0.05 Life P2 270.3 302.8 339.2 380.0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
11 0.95 Life P2 276.2 307.2 341.7 380.0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
12 0.05 Fatigue-Limit P2 265.1 298.9 337.0 380.0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
13 0.95 Fatigue-Limit P2 269.1 301.9 338.7 380.0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
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cycles. As "prior" density p ( 0 )  for our design problem, we use the posterior density of 
Johnson et al. (1999) which is proportional to 
q ( 0 )  =  p ( y s H \ 0 , X s H ) q j ( 0 ) ,  
Note that evaluation of q ( 0 )  is not trivial because p ( y s n \ 0 ,  XSH) involves integrals (4.21) 
and (4.22). To avoid numerical evaluation of 125 integrals every time q(0) is evaluated, 
we use expected information gain U(X) given in (4.4) as a design criterion not expected 
information U"{X) from display (4.5). 
To begin, one MCMC chain realization of 10,010,000 vectors 0  was obtained using 
the code of Johnson et al. (1999). This was completed in under 2 hours CPU time on an 
alphastation 500 workstation equipped with a 400MHz 64-bit CPU and 256Mb of RAM. 
The first 10,000 vectors 0 generated were discarded, and every 100th was kept thereafter 
leaving Ng = 100,000. The resulting "z'.z'.</.-like" sample from p{0) will be used for the 
remainder of this section. Our plan is to compare the 13 designs listed in Table 4.1 in 
terms of expected information gain. 
Consider first the matter of bias for the estimators UM(XK) defined in (4.10). Index 
sets with N = 100 and M = 101, M = 102, M = 103, and M = 104 and observations yki 
for designs 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10 listed in Table 4.1 were generated. (Some of these continuous 
designs had to be rounded to the nearest exact design with a sample size of 120.) Table 
4.2 contains values of UM(XK), showing that estimates for expected information gain 
tend to decrease with increased M. The only exceptions occur as M is increased from 
103 to 104 for designs 6, 8, and 10, suggesting that bias has essentially been eliminated 
at these large values of M. For comparison purposes, Table 4.3 contains values of T(XK) 
for designs 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10. We used a B art let t-adj us ted Laplace estimator (as defined 
by DiCiccio et al.) to estimate f q(0)d0 from our sample of Ng = 100,000 parameter 
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vectors and also provide in Table 4.3 values 
f ( X k )  -  A  =  f { X k )  -  *  log(27T) + log J q (d)de (4.23) 
that are directly comparable to the entries of Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 U M ( X k )  from (4.10) for N  = 100. The Same "Outer" Index Set 
{outi} was used for the Entire Table. "Inner" Index Sets {m,j} 
were Independently Obtained for Each Column. 
M  
Design 10 102 103 104 
1 1.454 1.276 1.230 1.226 
5 1.535 1.489 1.430 1.423 
6 1.400 1.215 1.151 1.158 
8 1.195 1.002 0.972 0.980 
10 1.268 1.227 1.170 1.178 
Table 4.3 T ( X k )  from (4.17) and T ( X k )  —  A  from (4.23) for N  =  100. The 
Same "Outer" Index Set {outi} was used for the Entire Table. 
Design T ( X k )  T ( X k )  —  A  
1 95.100 1.693 
5 95.321 1.914 
6 94.971 1.564 
8 94.853 1.446 
10 95.036 1.629 
Table 4.4 contains sample standard deviations of U ^ ( X k )  from (4.16) and T i ( X k )  
from (4.18). Table 4.4 shows that sample standard deviations of the U*r(Xk) tend to 
decrease with increased M. The only exceptions occur as M increases from 103 to 104, 
suggesting that estimates for normalizing constant p(y\X) are both precise and accurate 
for M of these sizes. The estimators T(Xk) from (4.17) seem to have about the same 
sampling variability as the estimators UM(Xk) from (4.10) when M is between 10 and 
100. 
To compare designs Xk and Xk> it suffices to estimate U ( X k )  —  U ( X k > )  =  T ( X k )  —  
T(Xk>). This means that bias in UM{X) (or T(X)) can be tolerated as long as it is 
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Table 4.4 Sample Standard Deviations of (4.16) and (4.18) with N  = 100. 
The Same "Outer" Index Set {out,-} was used for the Entire Table. 
"Inner" Index Sets {m,-,} were Independently Obtained for Each 
Importance Sampling Column. 
Importance Sampling 
Design M = 10 M = 102 
o
 
II S 
o
 
II Laplace 
1 1.531 1.384 1.219 1.244 1.357 
5 1.545 1.421 1.299 1.296 1.329 
6 1.593 1.433 1.413 1.395 1.585 
8 1.411 1.308 1.297 1.298 1.334 
10 1.398 1.242 1.191 1.191 1.267 
constant in X .  If we assume U l ° * ( X k )  is nearly unbiased for expected information gain 
under X&, 
5,M(Xfc) = Û ^ ( X k ) - Û l ° \ X k )  
estimates the bias of U M ( X k )  for expected information gain U ( X k ) .  Similarly, 
D i ( X k )  =  fi( X k )  -  ( u t l 0 \ X k )  + ^log(27r) - log J q{0)d0^ 
would estimate the bias of T { ( X k )  for T ( X k ) .  Comparing estimated biases across designs 
enables one to address the important issue of whether or not the bias of an estimator of 
expected information gain is approximately constant for X € 2X 
Table 4.5 contains sample means and sample standard deviations of 
B ^ ( X k )  -  B " { X k . )  =  ( u M ( X k )  -  U M ( X k , ) )  -  ( u > ° \ X k )  -  U l ° \ x k , ) )  
and 
D i ( X k )  -  D t ( X k . )  =  ( f i i X k )  -  T i ( X k , ) )  -  ( d ? ° \ X k )  -  U t ° \ X k . ) )  
(over z = l,..., 100) for all pairs of designs 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10. Table 4.6 lists t statistics 
for testing the null hypotheses 
H 0  :  E ( Û M { X k ) - U { X k ) )  = E ( u M ( X k . )  -  U ( X k , ) )  
X x ' J (4.24) 
H o  :  E ( T ( X t ) - T ( X t ) )  = E (r(AV) - T(X*.)) . 
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These t  statistics are easily calculated from Table 4.5. For example, the Northwest 
corner of Table 4.6 is simply —0.116/(0.783/VlOO) = —1.48 using the Northwest corner 
of Table 4.5. Since all t statistics are between —2 and 2, there is no convincing indication 
of a non-constant (in X € T>) bias for UM(X) or T(A'). 
Table 4.5 Sample Means (Over i  = 1,... , 104) of B ^ r ( X k )  —  B * f ( X k > )  and 
Di(Xk) — Di(Xk')- The Same "Outer" Index Set {outi} was used 
for the Entire Table. "Inner" Index Sets {mtJ} were Indepen­
dently Obtained for Each Importance Sampling Column. (Sam­
ple Standard Deviations are Included in Parentheses.) 
k  k '  
Importance Sampling 
M = 10 M = 102 M = 103 Laplace 
1 5 
1 6 
1 8 
1 10 
-0.116 (0.783) 0.016 (0.353) 0.003 (0.135) 
0.013 (0.890) 0.006 (0.304) -0.012 (0.138) 
-0.013 (0.887) -0.028 (0.310) -0.012 (0.122) 
-0.138 (0.833) -0.001 (0.280) -0.012 (0.103) 
0.024 (0.728) 
-0.061 (0.743) 
-0.001 (0.636) 
-0.016 (0.605) 
5 6 
5 8 
5 10 
0.129 (0.844) -0.010 (0.306) -0.015 (0.101) 
0.103 (0.813) -0.045 (0.303) -0.015 (0.097) 
-0.022 (0.772) -0.018 (0.310) -0.015 (0.104) 
-0.085 (0.756) 
-0.025 (0.734) 
-0.040 (0.709) 
6 8 
6 10 
-0.026 (0.823) -0.034 (0.278) 0.000 (0.118) 
-0.151 (0.779) -0.008 (0.287) 0.000 (0.104) 
0.060 (0.737) 
0.045 (0.631) 
8 10 -0.125 (0.823) 0.027 (0.276) 0.000 (0.092) -0.015 (0.635) 
Computing each T i ( X k )  (4.18) required a large amount of CPU time because log[ 
p { . y ki\Q,Xk)q{0)} had to be evaluated many times. Treating log[p(t/*,|fl, Xk)q{6)} as a 
function (of 0) from IR5 to IR and numerically approximating the gradient vector and 
Hessian matrix at say 6Q 6 IR5 required an average of 80 calls to this function. Calling 
this function 1 time required numerical evaluation of 245 integrals of forms (4.21) and 
(4.22). Also, maximizing this function over a "large" 5 dimensional rectangle that easily 
contained all 0,- (for 2 = 1,..., 105) required an average of 180 function calls (using 0ki 
as a starting value for 6). 
Of course, analytical expressions for gradient vectors and Hessian matrices of log[ 
p(yki\0, Xk)q(0)] would reduce the number of function calls. But using Laplace approxi-
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Table 4.6 t Statistics for Testing Null Hypotheses Given in (4.24) Based on 
Table 4.5. 
k k' 
Importance Sampling 
M = 10 M = 102 M = 103 Laplace 
1 5 -1.485 0.465 0.208 0.332 
1 6 0.142 0.205 -0.867 -0.822 
1 8 -0.149 -0.910 -1.000 -0.012 
1 10 -1.660 -0.047 -1.181 -0.267 
5 6 1.527 -0.334 -1.466 -1.128 
5 8 1.267 -1.477 -1.546 -0.340 
5 10 -0.285 -0.574 -1.438 -0.569 
6 8 -0.315 -1.241 -0.022 0.819 
6 10 -1.938 -0.264 -0.024 0.713 
8 10 -1.519 0.973 0.002 -0.242 
mations for the p{yki\Xk) still does not seem viable in our random fatigue-limit problem. 
For example, suppose we wish to optimize a function of 5 variables as simple as 
f{ x )  =  x \  +  x \  +  x \  +  x \  +  x \  
using NAG Fortran subroutines. If x  = (2, —1,3,2, —4) is used as a starting value and 
/(•) is minimized using numerically determined gradient vectors and Hessian matrices, 
/(•) is called 49 times by NAG Fortran subroutines. If closed form expressions for gra­
dient vectors and Hessian matrices are used, /(•) is still called 6 times by NAG Fortran 
s u b r o u t i n e s .  T o  e v a l u a t e  a  g r a d i e n t  v e c t o r  a n d  H e s s i a n  m a t r i x  o f  l o g [ p ( y * , | y ,  X k ) q { 0 ) \  
exactly, 5 + 15 = 20 derivatives must be calculated and each of these derivative cal­
culations requires about the same amount of computation as that needed to compute 
l°g[p(?/fct-|0, Xk)q{6)\- Thus, the number of function calls would be reduced from an av­
erage of 80 + 180 = 260 to an average of around 6 + 6 x 20 = 126. Although this is a 
s i g n i f i c a n t  r e d u c t i o n  i n  c o m p u t a t i o n ,  i t  s e e m s  p r e f e r a b l e  t o  s i m p l y  u s e  e s t i m a t o r  U M ( X k )  
in (4.10) with M = 102 because this estimator is conceptually simpler, faster to com­
p u t e ,  a n d  b e c a u s e  U w 2 { X k )  —  U l ° 2 ( X k > )  s e e m s  t o  p e r f o r m  b e t t e r  t h a n  T ( X k )  —  T { X k > )  
as an estimator of U(Xk) — U(Xk')- So we henceforth use Ul°2(X) to compare the 13 
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designs in Table 4.1. 
We generated index sets with N — 104 and M = 102 and data sets y k i  under X k  for 
follow-up designs listed in Table 4.1. (Again, some designs had to be "rounded.") These 
index sets and data sets were all computed in under a half hour CPU time on the same 
alphastation 500 workstation referred to earlier. Finally, computing Ul°2(X) for each 
one of the 13 designs in Table 4.1 took around 12 hours CPU time on an alphastation 
500 workstation. 
Figure 4.2 is a plot of log \p(yu \&out., -Vt)] vs. log p{yu\0iniJ, Xi )]. The 
strong positive correlation evident on this plot is a result of both terms in (4.16) being 
evaluated at the same data set yn. This positive correlation works to reduce the vari­
ance of the average of such differences (i.e., the estimated expected information gain). 
Corresponding plots for designs 2 through 13 were similar to that for design 1. Pair-
wise sample correlations of (log \p(yki\0outt, Xk)], log [l/lOO £3]°° p{yki\0int], Xfc)] ) were 
at least 0.99 for each k = 1,... ,13. 
Figure 4.3 is a plot of U}°2{X2) vs. U}°2{X 1). The positive correlation evident on 
this plot is a result of using the same index sets and This positive 
correlation reduces the variance of the estimated difference in expected information 
gains between two designs. Corresponding plots for all pairs of designs 1 through 13 
were similar to that for designs 1 and 2. The pairwise sample correlations are given in 
Table 4.7. 
Table 4.8 contains U l ° 2 ( X k )  for designs 1 through 13 and one-sample t  statistics 
based on the N = 104 values £7/°2(Xfc) — U}°2 {Xk')- These test statistics can be used to 
test Ho : U(Xk) = (J(Xk'). Unfortunately, with sample size N = 104, we are not able to 
detect a difference in expected information gains for many pairs of designs, as many of 
the values in Table 4.8 are between —2 and 2. It appears that an increase of one or two 
orders of magnitude in N would be required in order to detect all differences among the 
13 designs. Unfortunately, at present this is infeasible in our computing environment, 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of Terms from (4.16) for Design 1 .  N  =  104 Points are 
Included. 
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Figure 4.3 Plot of (4.16) for Design 2 vs. (4.16) for Design 1. N = 
Points are Included. 
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Table 4.7 Sample Correlations of (jJ{°2 (Xk), (7/°2(Xf)^ Over i Based on 104 
Values. 
k' 
7 8 10 11 12 13 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1.00 
0.24 
0.26 
0.23 
0.24 
0.22 
0.24 
0.22 
0.26 
0.23 
0.24 
0.23 
0.24 
0.24 
1.00 
0.25 
0.25 
0.24 
0.25 
0.26 
0.22 
0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.24 
0.24 
0.26 
0.25 
1.00 
0.24 
0.27 
0.24 
0.27 
0.24 
0.25 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.28 
0.23 
0.25 
0.24 
1.00 
0.25 
0.23 
0.24 
0.23 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.24 
0.27 
0.25 
1.00 
0.25 
0.25 
0.23 
0.25 
0.26 
0.26 
0.25 
0.26 
0.22 
0.25 
0.24 
0.23 
0.25 
1.00 
0.24 
0.24 
0.23 
0.25 
0.27 
0.26 
0.25 
0.24 
0.26 
0.27 
0.24 
0.25 
0.24 
1.00 
0.24 
0.24 
0.25 
0.26 
0.24 
0.25 
0.22 
0.22 
0.24 
0.23 
0.23 
0.24 
0.24 
1.00 
0.23 
0.23 
0.23 
0.22 
0.24 
0.26 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.23 
0.24 
0.23 
1.00 
0.23 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.23 
0.25 
0.27 
0.24 
0.26 
0.25 
0.25 
0.23 
0.23 
1.00 
0.25 
0.24 
0.23 
0.24 
0.26 
0.27 
0.24 
0.26 
0.27 
0.26 
0.23 
0.25 
0.25 
1.00 
0.26 
0.27 
0.23 
0.24 
0.27 
0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.24 
0.22 
0.24 
0.24 
0.26 
1.00 
0.27 
0.24 
0.24 
0.28 
0.24 
0.26 
0.25 
0.25 
0.24 
0.24 
0.23 
0.27 
0.27 
1.00 
as CPU time increases linearly in N .  It therefore seems that anything resembling a 
full blown search for a design optimizing expected information gain in our example 
application is also presently infeasible. However, we note that the 4 designs from Pi 
(i.e., designs 2, 3, 4, and 5) were among the 5 designs with the highest estimated expected 
information gains. Based on this finding, one might decide to restrict attention to Pt, 
reducing the design problem to that of finding the lowest log stress level xi. Having 
to optimize only over one variable, the methods of Millier and Parmigiani (1995) might 
possibly be implemented. 
4.6 Summary 
The bias and variance of U M ( X )  given in (4.10) were investigated theoretically and 
t h e n  e m p i r i c a l l y  f o r  a n  e x a m p l e  i n v o l v i n g  a  l a m i n a t e  p a n e l .  T h e  t w o  s a m p l e  s i z e s  N  
and M necessary to compute UM(X) can be thought of as controlling this estimator's 
variance and bias, respectively. The bias and variance of T(X) given in (4.17) were also 
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Table 4.8 V10 (X*) (with N  = 10*) for Design» in Table 4.1 and t Statistics for testing Hq : V(Xfc) = U { X ki ). 
k  & l ° 3 ( X k )  5 2 6 4 3 
k '  
11 10 13 12 9 7 
5 1.265 
2 1.258 -0.41 
6 1.240 -1.46 -1.03 
4 1.239 — 1.48 -1.06 —0.04 
3 1.238 -1.58 -1.14 -0.12 -0.08 
11 1.221 -2.56 -2.13 -1.12 -1.04 -0.98 
10 1.216 -2.89 -2.43 -1.44 -1.37 -1.31 -0.33 
13 1.214 —3.01 -2.55 -1.56 -1.49 -1.45 -0.46 -0.12 
12 1.208 -3.30 -2.84 -1.90 -1.82 -1.76 -0.80 -0.46 -0.35 
I 1.206 —3.41 -2.97 — 1.95 — 1.90 -1.87 -0.89 -0.55 —0.44 -0.09 
9 1.202 -3.66 -3.20 -2.19 -2.16 -2.08 -1.12 -0.78 -0.67 -0.31 -0.23 
7 1.180 -4.98 -4.57 -3.55 -3.46 -3.46 -2.47 -2.12 -2.01 — 1.62 — 1.55 — 1.31 
8 1.144 -6.97 -6.50 -5.64 —5.50 -5.45 -4.48 -4.17 -4.08 —3.63 —3.59 —3.37 —2.10 
investigated empirically in the context of this same example. 
In our example, the expected information gain surface over the design space seems 
to be flat in comparison to the variance of our estimators. This may have to do with the 
nature of our prior. This was quite informative, being a posterior based on a previous 
experiment with a fairly large sample of size 125. Unfortunately, to order the 13 designs 
in Table 4.1 by expected information gain would require an increase in computing speed 
by one or two orders of magnitude. The limited insights provided by our estimates 
of expected information gains do, however, suggest that it might be best to restrict 
attention to Pi, reducing the design problem to that of finding the lowest log stress 
level x\. The methods of Millier and Parmigiani (1995) might then be used to solve 
this simpler problem given one or two orders of magnitude increase in computing speed. 
Optimizing the design over the unrestricted design space (for example using a genetic 
algorithm suggested by Hamada et al. (2001)) would seem to require an increase of three 
orders of magnitude in computing power. 
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5 SOME FLEXIBLE FAMILIES OF INTENSITIES FOR 
NONHOMOGENEOUS POISSON PROCESS MODELS AND 
THEIR BAYES INFERENCE 
A paper to be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Reliability 
Kenneth J. Ryan 
Abstract 
Nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP) are useful for modeling repairable sys­
tem reliability. An NHPP is specified in terms of a nonnegative failure rate or intensity 
function. Standard parametric forms such as the famous power law process (PLP) inten­
sity are constant, increasing without bound, or decreasing to 0. These provide limited 
flexibility in modeling. For example, under them the failure rate of a system cannot 
increase or decrease to a positive, finite constant. In this article we consider a vari­
ety of more flexible (and yet tractable) families of intensities built on the notion of 
switching in time between two simple constituent intensities. We consider the problem 
of Bayesian inference in these families based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
posterior samples. Examples are provided. 
Key Words: Power Law Process (PLP), Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), 
Nonhomogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) 
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5.1 Overview 
Stochastic point processes are well-documented as models for failure times in re­
pairable systems. See, for example, Thompson (1981) and Ascher and Fiengold (1984). 
In this regard, here let 
•  N ( t ! ,  t 2 )  be the number of failures in an interval (<i, <2] 
• N(t) be the number of failures in (0, f]. 
A class of models for N ( t )  is that of the nonhomogeneous Poisson processes (NHPPs). 
An NHPP is defined by its nonnegative intensity //(<). Under an NHPP model, 
•  N ( t i ,  t 2 )  is a Poisson random variable with mean //(<i, <2) = v ( t ) d t  
• for disjoint intervals (<i,<2) and (<3,<4) (i.e., intervals for which either t2 < t3 or 
t4 < 11), A/"(<i, <2) and Nfo, t4) are independent. 
We will also use the notation f i ( t )  =  ^ (0, t )  =  E N ( t )  for the mean cumulative function. 
NHPPs have received much attention in the literature. Duane (1964) conducted an 
empirical study looking for patterns in failure times of repairable systems undergoing 
a testing process that involves a repair with engineering modification at each failure. 
For five different electro-mechanical and mechanical repairable systems, Duane collected 
failure data and noted that plots of "cumulative failure rates" versus cumulative operat­
ing hours were approximately linear on log-log paper. Crow (1974) suggested modeling 
a repairable system under such "find it and fix it" conditions using an NHPP with a 
power law intensity 
where both 77 and (f> are positive parameters. In the literature, this NHPP model is 
referred to as a Weibull or power law process (PLP). For a PLP, the mean number of 
V P L P { t )  (5.1) 
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failures up to time t is 
HPLp{t)  = 
Bayesian treatments of PLP models have a substantial history in the reliability 
growth literature. Higgins and Tsokos (1981), Kyparisis and Singpurwalla (1985), Guida 
et al. (1989), Calabria et al. (1990), and Bar-Lev et al. (1992) provide examples of 
Bayesian PLP models for single repairable systems. Ryan and Reese (2001) present 
a hierarchical Bayes PLP model for multiple repairable systems and apply it to the 
analysis of supercomputer failure counts. 
For large t and positive Af, a system with intensity (5.1) essentially never fails (always 
fails) when </> < 1 (<£ > 1) in an interval (Z, t + At). While this asymptotic behavior 
is intuitively unappealing, it may be irrelevant if one is interested only in the small t 
behavior of the process. For example, suppose we study the reliability of a particular 
type of repairable system, and failure data are collected during a system's normal usage 
lifetime. In this case, a PLP model may be adequate for inferring the reliability of 
the "next" repairable system during its usage lifetime. However, property (5.2) should 
not be overlooked if one's intent is extrapolation of inferences to large t. For example, 
suppose we wish to forecast the future reliability of a repairable system, and we expect 
the system to initially experience more than usual "start-up" failures before achieving a 
constant reliability. Due to property (5.2), fitting a PLP model to system failure data 
may provide "overly-optimistic" estimates of future reliability. 
Note that 
0 if 4> < 1 
lim vpLp(t) = < I if (f> = l (—>•00 1 
oo if (f> > 1. 
(5.2) 
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To overcome such potential forecasting inadequacies of a PLP model, Ryan and Reese 
generalize the PLP intensity by the addition of a positive constant p and use 
VRR.{t)  = UpLp{t)  + p (5.3) 
in their forecasts of future reliability of a supercomputer. If <f> < 1, intensity (5.3) can 
decrease to a non-zero constant. But if 4>> 1, intensity (5.3) continues to be unbounded 
(and thus possesses intuitively unappealing large t properties). 
Ryan and Reese also note that strictly speaking NHPP models with intensity (5.3) 
are not identifiable if <f> = 1. For example, (77, 4>,p) = (0.5,1,1) and (77, <f>,p) = (1,1,2) 
lead to the same intensity. However, as long as a prior distribution assigns 0 probability 
to the possibility that 4> is exactly 1, this lack of strict identifiability poses no real 
problems for a Bayesian analysis. 
Our goals in this article are to identify additional families of intensities generalizing 
the PLP intensities (5.1) that 
• are simultaneously flexible and computationally tractable 
• have intuitively appealing (large t  and other) behavior 
and to consider the problem of Bayes inference in these families, using either exact fail­
ure times or counts of failures in specified time intervals. The basic notion we employ 
in modeling is that of "switching" over time between two simple constituent intensi­
ties. Regarding inference, we suggest the use of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to 
produce samples from analytically intractable posterior distributions. 
Section 5.2 discusses a variety of monotonie intensity functions that can have a 
finite, possibly non-zero, large t limit. Section 5.3 discusses the task of assigning prior 
distributions to the parameters of intensities defined in Section 5.2 and provides examples 
using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to obtain posterior samples. 
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5.2 Families of Intensity Functions Based on "Switching" 
In this section, we define intensities that "switch" from one constituent intensity to 
another as t increases. As a simple example, consider 
z/ i  ( t )  [•-•Ml—M*- (5.4) 
where (,", £, w, and a are positive parameters and <&(•) is a cdf with median 0. Intensities 
(5.4) allow for a smooth, monotonie transition from a failure rate of Ç to that of Ç as 
t —> oo. w determines the "location" of the transition, while a determines transition 
"length." If  Ç = f,  intensities (5.4) reduce to i / ( t )  = Ç. 
Note that 
<2 — W |^i(*i, h) — (<2 — MCI < |C — fl (^2 — —) ' 
and 
(2) — (^2 — *l)f| < IC — (*2 — (l)^ ^• 
Hence, if 6 € IR+ and |Ç — f| t$(—b) is sufficiently small, 
MO 
C t  
C(u7 - ba) + £_6 ( r  Ui{z)dz b a  
c(w - b(T) + Vy(z)dz + Ç(t -  (w + ba)) if t  > u + ba, 
if t  < u> — ba 
if uj — ba < t < u: + ba 
where the remaining integrals can be evaluated numerically. If <&(—() = 1 — $(<) and 
u> — ba > 0, 
— ba,uj + ba) = J j\ - ^ ^  j C + $ g ^  £dz = ba{Q + £)• (5.5) 
Relation (5.5) is easily established because if f ( t )  is linear with /(tv) = (Ç -f- ^)/2, 
g(t) = fii(t — u>) — f(t — w) is an odd function. Relation (5.5) can be used for fast, 
precise evaluation of Hi{t) .  
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Form (5.4) suggests that it might be reasonable to use cdf's to switch from a general 
PLP intensity to a constant failure rate as 
(/2(f) = |l - $ vpLp(t) + $ £• (5-6) 
A feature of form (5.6) that in some contexts may make it intuitively unappealing is 
that it is not necessarily monotone. A related family that is guaranteed to be monotone 
is defined by 
~ fi [* ~ ^  l''PLP^dz + (5-7) 
where a prime indicates a derivative taken with respect to t and the parameter 
- /r [1 ifo<4><i 
0 if 4> = 1 
. fo [1 - * (S2)] ^ PLPM<IZ If <t> > 1. 
so that 1/3(2) is nonnegative for all t. As t increases, the derivative of intensity (5.7) 
undergoes a smooth transition from i/'pi,p{t) to 0. (Note by weighting v'pLp{t) by !-<&(-) 
instead of $(•), one can also define intensities like (5.7) having derivatives that switch 
smoothly from 0 to i/p^pit).) Again, the location and length of this transition are 
controlled by w and <7, respectively. An intensity (5.7) is either increasing, decreasing, 
or constant in t. Like intensities (5.3) in the <f> < 1 case and intensities (5.6), intensities 
(5.7) also have a finite (possibly non-zero) limit as t —> 00. However, if <&(•) is the 
standard normal cdf for example, intensities (5.7) have to be evaluated numerically, and 
evaluation of corresponding mean cumulative functions /z3(f) require an additional level 
of numerical integration. 
The notion of using a common cdf to affect the switch between two simple constituent 
intensity functions (or their derivatives) seems to necessitate the use of custom numerical 
integration in order to evaluate the mean cumulative function //(<) (or even the intensity 
itself). A way of avoiding this step would be to find another form of monotone function 
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with range [0,1] whose product with a PLP intensity can be integrated in closed form. 
The operating characteristic functions for standard "mean defects per unit attributes 
acceptance sampling plans" 
c 
=  p(-stwr 
x=0 X! 
where C is a nonnegative integer parameter and 5 is a positive parameter come to mind 
as potentially relevant. (Actually, 1 — Pa{t) is a cdf, and j and S function roughly as 
location and scale parameters, respectively.) Let 
f t2 
ICG{oc,-) , t l , t2)  = I za  lexp(—7z)dz 
Jt l  
be the incomplete gamma function. Then, intensities 
El, ( % l C G ( x  +  4  -  1, S ,  1,0) + m  +  L  if 0 < 4 >  < 1 
^4(0 = L if 4> = 1 
jçlCG(x + tj>—1,6,1,t) + L if 0 > 1, 
where 
h { t )  = { t ^  1 exp(—S t )  — exp(—S )  + 8ICG(<j>, <J, 1, ()) i 
are qualitatively similar to intensities (5.7) but do not require custom numerical integra­
tion in order to evaluate (5.7), as routines for quick evaluation of ICG{-) axe available. 
Of course, evaluating (in{t) would require integration. 
A limiting case of intensity (5.6), where a switch is instantaneous and continuity of 
intensity is maintained, is 
v 5 ( t )  =  <  vpLp{t) if t < 7 (5.8) 
vpLp(l) if t > 7, 
for a positive parameter 7  defining the time at which a system undergoes an "instanta­
neous" switch from a PLP intensity to a constant intensity. Although intensities (5.8) are 
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Vs(t)  = < 
u 6 ( t )  =  *  (5.9) 
monotonie and can increase or decrease to a positive final failure rate, they do not make 
a "smooth" transition from a PLP to a constant intensity as they have no derivative at 
t = 7. But intensities (5.8) and mean cumulative functions 
fiPLp(t) if  t  < 7 
Hplp{ i )  + (< -  l )vpLp{7) if  t  > 7, 
are easily evaluated in closed form. 
A cubic-spline can be used to remove the lack of differentiability at 7  in (5.8). For 
times q, 7, and (3 such that 0 < a < 7 and a < (3, let 
vpLp(t) if  £ < a 
a ( t  — a)3  + b ( t  —  a)2  +  c ( t  —  a )  +  d  if  a  <  t  <  ( 3  
uPLP(7) if  t > /?, 
and impose the following constraints 
•  z / ( a )  =  u p L p ( a )  
• "{0) = VPLP{~1) 
• t/'(a) = "pi,p(a) 
• t/(/?) = 0. 
These four constraints uniquely define intensities (5.9) with 
VPLP{.<*) 
^PLpi0)  
0 
VpLp{l)  
a 2 1 1 -2 (/3-c)3  (/3-a)2 (0-O)2 
b -3 -2 -1 3 
— 
U3-a)2 0 — a  0 — a  (/?-»)= 
c 0 1 0 0 
d 1 0 0 0 
(5.10) 
Together (5.9) and (5.10) define intensities that are differentiable for all t but are not 
necessarily monotone. However, if 
_ 3(f/(7) ~ */(<»)) 
13 
~ S(a) + (5.11) 
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i / { t )  is monotone on [a,/?]. Thus, if conditions (5.11) and (5.10) are imposed, intensities 
(5.9) are differentiable and monotone for all t and concave down (up) when <£> > 1 (<£ < 1) 
for t € (q,/3). These intensities are defined by four positive parameters rj, cf>, 7, and 
= ^ € (0,1) and have simple, easy-to-evaluate forms. And mean cumulative functions 
f*PLp(t) if  t<ar 
/^e(0 =  * f t p L p ( a )  + f(2 — o)4  + |(< — a)3  + |(< — a)2  + d ( t  — or) if  a<t<p 
M/?) + (< -  0)VPLP(I)  i f  t>p, 
are also simple and easy-to-evaluate. (Note to impose constraints similar to (5.10) on 
second derivatives, one would have to work with higher-order splines.) 
5.3 Bayesian Methods of Inference 
5.3.1 The Likelihood 
Suppose we model failure times for a repairable system using an NHPP with intensity 
u g ( t ) ,  where 6  is an unknown parameter vector. Let 0 = <0 < t i  < t 2 , ... be times related 
to observation of the system. Inference for 9 (both classical and Bayes methods) relies 
on the definition of an appropriate likelihood function. What is appropriate depends 
upon the meaning of <i, t 2 , ... and how observation of the system is terminated. Several 
different possibilities exist. There is the possibility that <1, t 2 , . . . , t k  are the times of the 
first k  system failures and by design, observation of the system ceases at t k •  With such 
Ar-failure truncated failure time data, the likelihood is 
k 
L(0) = ve{ti) exp[-/z5(<fc)]. (5-12) 
1 = 1  
Second, there is the possibility that exact times are recorded for all failures before 
time Tc. With such time truncated failure time data <1,... ,tn, the likelihood is 
n 
L ( 0 )  =  J J  u g ( U )  exp[-//fl(Tc)]. (5.13) 
t=l 
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Finally, there is the possibility that the define intervals for which only failure counts 
Xi = yV(Z,-_i, ti) for i = 1,... , m are recorded. In this case, the likelihood of the data 
IS 
m = ft (MihzhhEL exp[-W((„)]. (5.14) 
i=, I-! 
Note that the number of terms in the time truncated likelihood (5.13) is random. 
Also, times for z = 1,2,... in cases (5.12) and (5.13) are random, while they are part 
of a fixed/pre-determined design for the situation leading to likelihood (5.14). 
Strictly speaking, the six families of intensities defined in Section 5.2 are not identi­
fiable. As already noted, for example, (/%( ) does not depend on its parameters w and a 
when Ç = Ç. Also, the possibility that <f> = 1 produces multiple parameter combinations 
leading to a single intensity for families z/2(-) through vs{-)- The numerical analysis 
for classical inference for such unidentifiable models can be problematic. For example, 
if a likelihood has a ridge traceable to this identifiability issue, numerical analysis for 
classical likelihood methods may be unreliable. (This is in spite of the fact that al­
though parameters can't be reliably identified, the intensity function can be identified.) 
However, these numerical issues do not arise in a Bayesian analysis if one can assign a 
reasonable prior distribution that puts probability 1 on a set of parameters for which the 
model is identifiable. The analyses in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 provide examples where 
such prior distributions are assigned to 6. 
5.3.2 An Illustration 
As a simple synthetic example, let <&(•) be the cdf of a uniform random variable 
on ( — 1,1) and consider intensities Vi(t) given in (5.4). Figure 5.1 is a graph of this 
intensity with (Ç, f, iv, cr) = (2,10,20,5). For sake of illustration, suppose that apriori 
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the components of 9 = f,w, cr) are independent with 
Ç ~ Uniform(0,50) 
Ç ~ Uniform(0,50) 
tv ~ Uniform(0,200) 
cr ~ Uniform(0,10). 
We consider the nature of the posterior of 9 for failure count data simulated from several 
different 0's. Table 5.1 defines 2 levels for each of 3 factors. One realization of failure 
count data with = i for i = 0,1,... ,m was generated for all 23 = 8 combinations 
of levels defined in Table 5.1 and the likelihood (5.14) for each simulated data set was 
calculated. Then, using a Metropolis-in-Gibbs MCMC algorithm that updated the 4 
dimensional parameter vector 9 by updating each element of 6 individually using a 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, 110,000 vectors 9 were generated from each of the 8 
posterior distributions. For each posterior sample, the first 10,000 vectors 9 were ignored 
and every 10th thereafter was recorded. These 8 posterior samples were all completed 
in 5.9 minutes CPU time on an alphastation 500 workstation equipped with a 400MHz 
64-bit CPU and 256Mb of RAM. 
Table 5.1 Parameters Values for Simulation Study. 
Factor 
Level (C,f) (m,u;) (7 
1 
2 
(15.0,10.0) ( 20, 10.5) 0.5 
(25.0,10.0) (200,100.5) 5.0 
Marginal means and standard deviations are recorded in Table 5.2. With the excep­
tion of cr at combination 111, the other 8x4—1 = 31 parameter values are within 2 
posterior standard deviations of the posterior mean. In the cases where Q = 15.0, the 
data do not significantly decrease uncertainty in cr, as marginal posterior standard de­
viations for <t are close to the prior standard deviation for <7, 10/\/Î2 % 2.89. As might 
I l l  
10-
2 
0 15 20 25 
t 
Figure 5.1 Plot of V i ( t )  vs. t .  <&(•) is the Cdf of a Uniform ( — 1,1) Random 
Variable and (Ç, £,iv, <r) = (2,10,20,5). 
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be expected, posterior standard deviations tends to be smaller with increased |(," — £| or 
(m, w). With some exceptions, posterior standard deviations increase with increased cr. 
Table 5.2 Posterior Means from Simulation Study. (Posterior Standard De­
viations are in Parentheses.) 
Parameter 
Combination c £ w <7 
111 16.35 (2.94) 7.85 (2.42) 10.49 (4.35) 6.51 (2.62) 
112 13.50 (1.63) 23.20 (14.46) 96.30 (58.27) 5.15 (2.91) 
121 14.84 (0.39) 9.52 (0.32) 100.30 (1.82) 3.93 (2.48) 
122 14.44 (0.38) 9.91 (0.33) 101.95 (2.31) 3.89 (2.54) 
211 25.68 (1.65) 9.88 (1.22) 10.63 (0.57) 0.94 (0.97) 
212 28.44 (5.28) 12.72 (1.75) 6.74 (2.54) 5.32 (2.75) 
221 25.60 (0.51) 10.50 (0.33) 100.70 (0.48) 0.97 (1.09) 
222 24.38 (0.51) 9.83 (0.32) 100.98 (0.99) 4.89 (1.80) 
5.3.3 An Application to a Real Failure Count Data Set 
Ryan and Reese (2001) introduce a hierarchical Bayes NHPP model based on inten­
sity (5.3) and use it in forecasting future reliability of the Blue Mountain supercomputer. 
The data available for analysis are monthly failure counts for the supercomputer's 48 
shared memory processors (SMPs) over the first 15 months of operation. The failure 
counts for SMP 21 are x = (10,5,3,6,6,4,10,5,3,8,3,2,8,2,5). So, for example, this 
SMP had xs = 7,8) = 5 hardware failures during month eight. Assuming the hard­
ware failures of SMP 21 follow an NHPP, the likelihood is given in display (5.14). We 
here consider several Bayesian analyses of these data using intensities based on switching. 
First, we define a Bayesian PLP model with prior distribution on 9 = (rç, 0) of 
independence, with 
TJ ~ Weibull(a^, b v)  
<f> ~ Weibull(a^ , 6^ ), 
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where the Weibull(a,6) density is understood to be 
*«>-s (ir«p Kin 
for x > 0. For a PLP, 77 is the time by which exactly one failure is expected, and 
4> dictates the rate of system reliability growth or decay. Knowing the interpretations 
of these parameters is helpful for eliciting values for hyperparameters av, 6,,, a#, and 
&0. The first two rows of Table 5.3 list hyperparameters we used to fit a Bayesian 
PLP model with prior (5.3.3) to the hardware failure counts of SMP 21. This prior is 
similar to that used by Ryan and Reese (2001), who matched bounds for parameters 
provided by computer scientists to 0.05 and 0.95 prior quantiles. Using a Metropolis-in-
Gibbs MCMC algorithm, 0 was updated by updating each element individually with a 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This algorithm was used to generate 1,010,000 vectors 
0 from the posterior distribution p{9\x). The first 10,000 were ignored, and every 100th 
was kept thereafter to create an MCMC sample of 10,000 vectors 0. This computation 
was completed in 1.1 CPU minutes on an alphastation 500 workstation equipped with 
a 400MHz 64-bit CPU and 256Mb of RAM. 
Table 5.3 Hyperparameters for Bayes NHPP Models for the Failure Counts 
of SMP 21. 
Quantiles Hyperparameters 
Parameter 0.050 0.50 0.950 a b 
4> 
0.010 0.19 1.000 
0.300 1.31 3.000 
0.883 0.289 
1.770 1.610 
7 5.000 10.10 15.000 3.702 11.153 
0 0.905 0.95 0.995 0.900 1.000 
Next, we define a Bayesian NHPP model with intensity (5.8) and prior distribution 
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on 0 = (77, (j>, 7 )  of independence with 
77 ~ Weibull(a,,, 6,,) 
<j> ~ Weibull(a^ , 6^ ) 
7  ~ Weibull(a^, 6-y) 
Taking 7  to have 0.05 and 0.95 prior quantiles of 5.0 and 15.0, we concentrate prior 
probability on a "switch" occurring between months 5 and 15. This choice implies that 
a7 = 3.70 and b~, = 11.15. The first three rows of Table 5.3 list hyperparameters values 
used in fitting this 3 parameter model to the hardware failure counts of SMP 21. 10,000 
vectors 0 were generated from the posterior distribution in 3.5 CPU minutes on the kind 
of alphastation mentioned earlier, using a Metropolis-in-Gibbs algorithm. The same 
type of chain and sampling employed with the PLP was also used. 
Finally, we define a Bayesian NHPP model with an intensity defined by (5.9), (5.10), 
and (5.11) and prior distribution on 0 = (77, <f>, ip, 7) of independence for 
77 ~ Weibull(a„,6,,) 
(j> ~ Weibull(a0,64,) 
7  ~ Weibull(a-y, &-,) 
~ Uniform(a,/M ^) 
(recall that 0 = a/ 7 ) .  Table 5.3 lists hyperparameters values used in fitting this 4 
parameter model to the hardware failure counts of SMP 21. With = 0.9 and 6^ = 1.0, 
we restrict  attention to intensities that are a PLP for small t .  Again, 10,000 vectors 0 
were generated from the posterior distribution using a Metropolis-in-Gibbs algorithm as 
before. This computation completed in 24.7 CPU minutes. 
Figure 5.2 delineates posterior means and pointwise 95% posterior intervals for u(t)  
under the three models fit to the failure counts of SMP 21. Allowing for Monte Carlo 
error, the NHPP model based on intensity (5.8) and the one based on an intensity 
satisfying (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) seem to provide the same estimates for v{t). As 
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Figure 5.2 Posterior Means and Pointwise 95% Intervals for v ( t ) .  Black 
Lines are for a PLP model; Red for an NHPP Model with Inten­
sity Given in (5.8); and Blue for an NHPP Model with Intensity 
Satisfying (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11). (Prior Distributions are De­
fined in Table 5.3.) 
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might be expected, the large t estimates based on these two models are larger than 
those based on the PLP model. (Recall that data are available only through time t = 15 
and these models allow for a non-zero large t limit in contrast to the 0 limit for the PLP 
intensity when 4> < 1.) 
Approximate log Bayes factor contributions for the PLP model, the NHPP model 
with an intensity defined by (5.8), and the NHPP model with an intensity defined by 
(5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) are —38.421, —38.462, and —38.732, respectively. (These were 
computed using Laplacian approximation as defined by DiCiccio et al. (1997) with the 
posterior mean in place of the posterior mode.) Also, for each of the three posterior 
samples of 10,000 p-vectors 0, we constructed a "large" p-dimensional rectangle that 
contains all 10,000 p-vectors 9. And we devised an algorithm to approximate a Bayes 
factor contribution via numerical integration over the p-dimensional rectangle. Besides 
specifying the p-dimensional rectangle, the numerical integration algorithm required 
the input of a positive integer grid defining the number of equally spaced quadrature 
points for each element of the parameter vector. With grid = 10, numerical integration 
completed in 1.5 CPU seconds and gave approximate log Bayes factor contributions of 
—37.135, —37.212, and —37.214, respectively. Using grid = 20, computation completed 
in 23.8 CPU seconds and resulted in values —38.622 —38.463, and —38.462, respectively. 
Using the guidelines of Kass and Raftery (1996), these log Bayes factor contributions 
(regardless of how they were computed) provide no evidence of important differences 
between the fits of the three models to the small t failure counts for SMP 21. 
5.4 Summary 
Comparing forecasts for different NHPP models is a useful exercise, allowing one to 
see how sensitive they are to the choice of parametric form for the intensity. Monotonicity 
in t and a nonzero finite limit as t —>• oo are desirable properties for "new" families of 
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intensities. We have suggested some such families and illustrated Bayes inference in 
them enabled by Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. 
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6 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation has made Bayesian contributions to engineering statistics in three 
basic areas. These are methods for combining information, modeling repairable system 
reliability, and designing experiments. 
Physical data on a process of interest may be sparse or simply not available. A 
RBHM was presented which can be used to combine information from physical data 
(if available), data from a computer model of a process, and experts. In an example 
involving a fluidized bed process, the paper illustrates how an RBHM can be used to 
estimate location and scale biases of one source of information for another. 
The need to document the reliability of the Blue Mountain supercomputer motivated 
the work on system reliability in this dissertation. A detailed reliability analysis of this 
supercomputer was presented, using a Bayesian hierarchical NHPP model. Also, some 
flexible new families of NHPP intensities were defined. The development of system 
reliability models is an area requiring more attention. 
The problem of estimating expected information gain for planned data collection 
was also discussed in this dissertation. Two methods of estimation were applied to the 
random fatigue-limit model, a model defined by a 5 dimensional parameter vector. With 
current computing facilities, a full-blown search for an optimal design in an example 
involving a laminate panel turned out to be infeasible. Thus, while waiting for improved 
computing speeds, more efficient ways to estimate expected information gain is another 
area where research should continue. 
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APPENDIX A POSTERIOR SIMULATION METHODS 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
Suppose we are interested in making inference about a (possibly vector-valued) pa­
rameter 0. We assume that information (or lack of information) about 0 is summarized 
in a probability distribution which we will call tt(0) (the prior distribution). Data axe 
generated by a mechanism described by the likelihood /(x|0). In any Bayesian analysis, 
inference on the parameters is carried out based on the posterior distribution 
7r(0|x) = /e7r(e)/(x|eU- (A'1} 
In many situations, the denominator of (A.l) must be calculated numerically. In cases 
where the denominator cannot be calculated, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) can 
often be employed. 
Let 0 = {0i ,Ô2, . . .  ,0k} be an ^-dimensional vector, and ©_„ be 0 with the v t h  ele­
ment removed. A successive substitution implementation of MCMC proceeds as follows: 
1. Initialize 0^ and set t = 1. 
2. Set v = 1. 
3. Generate an observation 0^ from the distribution of [#„|0^J^], where 
6L"1 = {6\,0 l 2 , . . .  ^r1}-
4. Increment v by 1 and go to (3) until v = k. 
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5. If v = k increment t by 1 go to (2). 
As < —> oo and under conditions outlined in Hastings (1970), the empirical distribution 
Typical implementation of the algorithm generates an initial "large" number of it­
erations (called the burn-in) until the behavior of the algorithm has stabilized. The 
burn-in samples are discarded, and the observations generated thereafter are used as 
observations from the posterior distribution of 0. Nonparametric density estimators 
(Silverman 1980) can then be used to approximate posterior densities. 
Metropolis-Hastings 
Some complete conditional distributions may not be available in closed form. That 
is, it may be difficult to sample directly from the conditional distribution of [0v|0-v **] 
because a density is known only up to a constant of proportionality, i.e., is known only 
to be proportional to g(0v). But sampling from such distributions is possible using a 
Metropolis-Hastings step (Hastings 1970) (a rejection sampling step) in place of step (3) 
in the last section describing MCMC. This is done as follows: 
1. Initialize 6^Jd and set j = 0. 
2. Generate an observation from a candidate distribution q{0v^d, where 
q ( x ,  y )  i s  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  d e n s i t y  i n  y  w i t h  m e a n  x .  
3. Generate a uniform (0,1) observation u. 
o f  . . .  ,  0 ^ }  t e n d s  t o  t h e  j o i n t  p o s t e r i o r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  0 ,  a s  d e s i r e d .  
4. Let 
e[j+l) = Vnetv 
o£L, ifu<*(4%L*%L) 
0vld, otherwise, 
where a ( x , y )  = min 9(y)q(y,x) 
g { x ) q ( x , y )  
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5. Increment j and go to (2). 
The candidate distribution can be almost any distribution (Gilks et al. 1996), although 
using a symmetric distribution such as the normal results in a simplification of the 
algorithm, and is called a Metropolis step (as opposed to a Metropolis-Hastings step). 
A common choice for q(x,y) is a normal distribution with mean x and some variance 
which allows the candidate distribution to roughly speaking "have the same essential 
support" as the complete conditional distribution. 
Implementing MCMC Methods for the One Population PLP 
Model 1 Defined in Section 3.4.2 
Define £ = The posterior distribution of the parameter vector 
(0*2'-l-^) has density 
p($,v,{L\X) oc p(X\&, 77,6)p{&, v\(L)p((L) 
= p(X|^>, 77)p(0, T7|0)p(0), 
where the final equality follows from the hierarchical model assumption that 
p(X |0 ,77 ,0 )  =  p(X |<£ ,  77 ) .  
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The conditional distributions needed to implement the MCMC algorithm are 
ïMGîf - e^rn (£)*(s),*(9)1 
p(r} i \X,<p,r j  0) oc 
p(Mt\X, <f>iTl i fL- i )  « 
P(&t\X, (f>, rj, 0_2) oc 
p(/i*|X,0,i7,£_3) oc 
p(<T0|X,0,77,5_4) OC 
«p [(")*' + S (if + 
exp ;(ïoV(Sf),+,«pMï)*] 
.r ((-)2) J nf=. [«^ exp [* (jf]] exp [(-)-] 
2 - ,  C 
T f â ) *  ^ a ^ - l  
X fk 1 jWr V' tJT2 \*l* J J nf=, [V'^'exp exp [ t e f l  
'<TTa<rT-1 
/V* 1 
exp uen 
-{tefT 
Since none of these conditional distributions have known normalizing constants, parame­
ters can be updated in the MCMC algorithm with one iteration of a Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm as described in previous section of this appendix. 
